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INCREASE
YOUR VALUE
I By SADATHULLAH KHAN I

In the new economy you now find yourself in, you will be compensated not by how hard you work but by how much value you
add to the world around you. Think about it. If you are currently
being paid twenty dollars an hour, this money is being given to
you not simply because you showed up at desk for those sixty minutes but because you have added twenty dollars worth of perceived
value during those sixty minutes. So the monetary reward you receive is determined not by how long you work but by how much
value you add.
This is why a brain surgeon is paid so much more than a McDonald's employee. Is the brain surgeon a better person? Not necessarily. Is the brain surgeon a hard worker? Probably not. Is the
brain surgeon smarter? Who knows? But one thing is certain the
brain surgeon has accumulated specialized knowledge and specific
know-how than the McDonald's employee.
Money simply becomes a symbol for how much value each person
has added to the world at large. So to be paid more money in your
work, you must add more value to the world. And the best way to
begin adding value to the world is to start becoming a more valuable person.

Acquire a skill no one else has. Read books no one else is reading.
Think thoughts no one else is thinking. Or, to put it another way,
you cannot have all that you want if you remain the person you
are.
To get more from life, you need to be more in life.
Robin Sharma

Harmony and Freedom Convention Held in Delhi

O

n May 13, 2016 Sadbhav Mission, Peoples
Awareness Forum & Divine Social Welfare
Society organized a convention on Harmony
and Freedom at Constitution Club, New Delhi with
the participation of 175 people. Shri Mohammad
Adeeb, ex-Member Rajya Sabha mobilized social
activists and political leaders. Prof. V.K. Tripathi,
Shri Ilyas Malik and Shri Puneet Manchanda
brought in people from IIT, JNU, DU, JMI and other
quarters, including Mewat, Itawah and Aligarh. Special guests included Shri Chaudhry Munawwar
Salim, MP (SP), Shri Salim Ansari, MP (BSP), Shri
Vaishnav Parida, MP (BJD), Dr. Shakeel Uz Zaman
Ansari (National Commission for Backward
Classes), Shri Zia Ul Islam (RSP), Shri Amikh Jamil
(CPI), Prof. Imtiazuddin (Chicago) and Prof. M. H.
Qureshi. Shri Adeeb presided over the function. Shri
Ilyas Malik welcomed the delegates and conducted
the proceedings.

Prof. V.K.Tripathi Introduced the themes of
the convention and put forth the goals of secularism
for consideration - Cultural Renaissance (the promotion of culture of liberation based on truth, compassion, labour and self inquiry), Objectivity and
Sensitivity in Education, Sovereignty of Nations,
People-Centric Security Policy (treating Sectarian
Violence and Terrorism as One), Political and Economic Empowerment of Marginalized Communities.

Prof. M.H. Qureshi hailed freedom as the fundamental right of every individual but said responsibility
and tolerance were engrained in it. Nationalism must
imply caring for the neighbour and the masses. Prof.
Imtiazuddin appealed to overcome all pessimism.
We adopt a multi-pronged approach to harmony that
includes efforts to touch the hearts of the adversary
as well. Shri Munawwar Salim said that a nation
rises through mutual trust and cooperation. We
fought colonialism together. We learned our real
identity transcends religion and caste. We are satyagrahis and humans. When imperialist and communalist conspiracies broke the nation, Muslim masses
of India chose India as their homeland. They opted
Gandhi over Jinnah. Hindu masses embraced them.
This is our culture. Today discontent is brewing up
in universities. We understand it and refrain branding
3
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the students and suppressing them on false pretexts.
Shri Parida said that secularism is the soul of freedom. You can’t take away any body’s freedom on the
basis of what he/ she eats or wears or how does he/
she worship. Sri Salim Ansari said that the constitution is the basis of our nationhood. It gives us right
to live in the nation as equal citizens. We stand in
support of people when their freedom is attacked.
Shri Shakeel Ansari said that minorities must strive
for self reliance through education and entrepreneurship. Shri Zia ul Islam said that we should diversify
our efforts to spread the culture of secularism across
the nation. Amikh Jamil raised concerns over Hyderabad U and JNU and appealed to strengthen people
centric nationalism. Shri Faizan said that every
piece of nation’s soil is god for us but we would refuse to chant a slogan under coercion and fear. Shri
Faisal Khan stressed the need to build cadre and network. Shri Anup Kaul raised concerns of displaced
Kashmiri pundits.

In his concluding remarks, Shri Adeeb appreciated
the views of earlier speakers and said that we need to
revive the spirit and vision of national movement.
What kind of polity is this that Gandhi is abused and
Godse’s temple is sought to be built. Casting aspersions on great martyr Hemant Karkare, cases have
been withdrawn from the accused of 2008 blasts. We
have full sympathy with Kashmiri Pundits; where
ever a community is in minority it has full right to
live without fear. The state and central governments
must rehabilitate and protect this right for them. Shri
Puneet Manchanda expressed gratitude to the speakers and the participants.
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adopting a tighter evaluation mechanism, so that
they could limit the total amount needing to be doled
out as promised rewards to first divisioners, their
budget being under severe constraint due to reduced
revenues from liquor ban.
Keeping the above background in mind, let’s now
have a look at the performance of same government
school students in RAHBAR Coaching Centres
(RCCs).

 Total of 301 students appeared this year, in the ma-

tric (10th Bihar and Jharkhand board exams) from

Selection in RCCs is not on merit basis - the students get admission on first-come-firstserved-basis, limited to those enrolled in government schools alone. Enrolment in govt.
schools is a surety of their economic backwardness. Considering that teaching hardly
takes place in these schools, and almost 95% muslims (below poverty line) having these
as the only option for schooling of their children, at the time of admission into RCCs
(Grade 8), they are academically ZERO, with no hope for continuance of their education
² most likely to drop-out.
No admission tests are conducted for admission into RCCs. Interview, if conducted, tries
to gauge the interest of students in continuing with their education.
The idea is to turn the zeroes of yesterday ² the potential drop-outs from the educational
mainstream ² into heroes of tomorrow. Next step is to send them into diploma
engineering courses, the shortest route to a respectable employment.
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years before) have done excellently well, thus making a case for “catching them young”.

State-wise division percentages for RCC students

5

State

Division

Nos.

Percent

State

Division

Nos.

Percent

Bihar

First

96

43.0%

Jharkhand

First

26

33.3%

Bihar

Second

89

39.9%

Jharkhand

Second

34

43.6%

Bihar

Third

7

3.1%

Jharkhand

Third

9

11.5%

Bihar

Fail

31
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Jharkhand

Fail

9
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Total

223

Total
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86.1%

88.5%

Eid: A Time of Celebration

T

I By Sadeqa Ghazal I

he day of Eid-al-Fitr is certainly the most
beautiful day of the year for all Muslims. In
fact, it is a wonderful gift of Allah (SWT) to
the believers. A perfect day of peace and joy, it concludes the blessed month of Ramadhan. HazratAnas
(RA) narrates that when Prophet Muhammad (SAW)
migrated from Makkah to Madinah he found that the
people of Madinah held celebrations on two days
each year. Rasulullah (SAW) said, “Allah (SWT) has
substituted these two days with another two days
which are better for you – one of Eid-al-Fitr and the
other of Eid-al-Adha.”

It is recommended to feast and enjoy on the day of
Eid-al-Fitr within permissible limits. Performing
ghusl (bath), using perfume and wearing the best of
garments on this occasion are preferable but not
obligatory. However, the prayer of Eid-al-Fitr is
obligatory on all Muslims which consist of two
rakah. Delivering Khutbah after Eid prayer is Sunnah and so is listening. It is preferable to offer the
prayer in some large field outside the city, provided
there is no valid excuse.Takbir should be recited
while going for prayer. Surely the Eid prayer presents the most splendid spectacle of the unity of Muslim Ummah. As the heads bow in ruku’ and sujud in
unison the world observes this exhibit of submission
in wonder, when men unequal in the status of life
stand on equal ground. But sadly women and girls
are not allowed to take part in the Eid prayers especially in the Indian subcontinent. Shariah requires
women and girls to attend the Eid prayers. Abdullah
ibn Abbas reports that Rasulullah (SAW) used to
take his wives and daughters to the two Eid prayers.
UmmeAtiyah(RA) narrates:

“Rasulullah (SAW) ordered us to go out and take
with us young girls and menstruating women to the
two Eids(prayers). The menstruating women would
keep separate from others during salah but would
join in supplication.”

Therefore an appropriate arrangement should be
made, in accordance with the rules of hijab, to enable women to attend Eid prayers. This would instill
a sense of Islamic identity in women and make them
aware of their duties as Muslims. It would also increase the number of believers who pray for the wel6
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fare of Ummah.
Eid-ul-Fitr takes its name from Sadaqat al-Fitr
which is also known as Zakat-al-fitr. It is obligatory
for every Muslim-free or slave, man or woman,
young or old to pay Sadaqat-al-fitr at the end of Ramadhan. Preferably it should be paid before prayer
of Eid. Its purpose is to purify the one who fasts and
to help the poor and needy. This enables the poor to
participate in the joyous occasion of Eid. This special care for the downtrodden is a unique feature of
Islam. The amount of Sadaqat-al-fitr is one Sa’a (2.5
kilograms approx.) of date, corn, barley, rice, or similar items considered as basic foods. One can also
pay their price if it is not possible to give grains.
However, it should be noted that the price of these
commodities changes every year.

Eid-al-fitr is a day of reward for the month long patient fasting by the believers. The day of Eid and the
night preceding are very valuable because Allah
(SWT) showers his special blessings during this
time. We must not waste the night preceding Eid in
shopping as is often practiced in India. Rather it
would be wise to spend a few hours in prayers and
supplication to Allah (SWT) to benefit from His
abundant bounty.

Eid-al-fitr is also an occasion to forget petty fights
and forget mutual differences. On this blessed day
Muslims should greet each other with open arms and
open hearts. It may also be a good practice to give
presents to relatives and friends on this occasion instead of doing so on their birthdays or on New Year
eve. Last but not the least; we must remember to celebrate this happy occasion within permissible limits.
It is often seen that people tend to make up for the
restraint practiced in the month of Ramadhan by indulging in too much expenditure and feasting on Eid.
Exorbitant sums are spent on clothes and décor. A lot
of food also goes waste which is contrary to the
tenets of Islam. Islam encourages us to follow the
middle path and to abstain from lavish display of
wealth. Eid-al-fitr would be a memorable day for all
of us if we would try to please Allah (SWT) by celebrating it like Rasulullah (SAW) and his noble companions (RA).
******************************************
*******

Do we owe it?
O

ne day, a very wealthy man was walking on
the road. Along the way, he saw a beggar on
the sidewalk. The rich man looked kindly at
the beggar and asked him why he was begging. The
beggar said, "Sir, I've been unemployed for a year
now. You look like a rich man. Sir, if you'll give me
a job, I'll stop begging."

The rich man smiled and said, "I want to help you.
But I won't give you a job. I'll do something better. I
want you to be my business partner. Let's start a
business together. The beggar blinked hard.

"What do you mean, Sir?
"I own a rice plantation. You could sell my rice in
the market. I'll provide you the sacks of rice. I'll pay
the rent for the market stall. All you'll have to do is
sell my rice. And at the end of the month, as Business Partners, we'll share in the profits. Tears of joy
rolled down his cheeks.

Do I keep 5% and you get 95%? I'll be happy with
any arrangement.
The rich man shook his head and chuckled. "No, I
want you to give me the 2.5%. And you keep the
97.5%.
For a moment, the beggar couldn't speak. He couldn't believe his ears. The deal was too good to be true.
I want you to give me 2.5% of your profits so you
grow"

The beggar now dressed a little bit better, operated a
store selling rice in the market. He worked very
hard. He woke up early in the morning and slept late
at night and sales were brisk, also because the rice
was of good quality.

After 30 days, the profits were astounding!
At the end of the month, as the ex-beggar was counting the money. He told himself, Gee, why should I
give 2.5% to my Business Partner? I didn't see him
the whole month! I was the one who was working
day and night for this business. I did all the work. I
deserve 100% of the profits.

The rich man came to collect his 2.5% of the profits.
The ex-beggar said, "You don't deserve the 2.5%. I
worked hard for this. I deserve all of it!"
7
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If you were his Business Partner, how would you
feel?

This is exactly what happens to us!!! ALLAH is Our
Business Partner…
ALLAH gave us life, every single breath.
ALLAH gave us talents, ability to talk, to create, to
earn money
ALLAH gave us a body, eyes, ears, mouth, hands,
feet, a heart
ALLAH gave us a mind, imagination, emotions, reasoning, language
In fact…ALLAH gave us EVRYTHING INDEED!

So…in giving 2.5% Zakaat (alms/charity) is not
only an important pillar of Islam but also an expression of gratitude and love for Allah Ta’ala

11
I By Joshua Moraes I

Times Indian School Textbooks Contained Some
Really Disturbing Things

Note by M.A. Haque <asrarulhaque@hotmail.com>:
On the face it looks like non-sense. But it is not.
When wrong and deliberately distorted information
is introduced in Text Books, children learn those
things. They cannot differentiate between what is
correct and what is not. They accept everything
which is there in the Text Books and what the teachers say. Also, in one stroke thousands and thousands
of children are impressed. That is why this route has
been adopted by certain organizations to poison the
young and impressionable minds. Once this kind of
information is in their minds they will never forget
and things will remain there forever. This can ruin
the future of the nation by sowing the seeds of hatred
and misinformation.

Let's be honest, we've all had problems with our education. I mean, I've got the formula for (a+b) 2 permanently seared into the back of my brain but I
doubt I'll ever be in a situation where I'll be sitting
there thinking, "Thank God I paid attention in that
maths class". But jokes aside, sometimes our texts
do have some really disturbing things in them. Like
when one mentioned rape accused Asaram Bapu as a
'great saint'. So here are a few more we were able to
find.

1. “They (non-vegetarians) easily cheat, tell lies,
they forget promises, they are dishonest and tell bad
words, steal, fight and turn to violence and commit
sex crimes.”
This is an excerpt from Class 6 textbook titled 'New
Healthway: Health, Hygiene, Physiology, Safety,
Sex Education, Games and Exercises'. And yes, published by S.Chand's, this is a CBSE-issued text .
Source: Wordpress

2. “Hitler lent dignity and prestige to the German
government within a short time, establishing a strong
administrative set-up.”
This is from a chapter titled 'Internal Achievements
8
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of the Nazis'. Used as a guide for children aged 1315 years old, a government official said the anomalies in the book arose " when the book was
translated from English to Gujarati, and are being
quoted out of context ".
Source: Wikipedia

3. Rape accused Asaram Bapu was listed among the
'great saints'.
In this state school textbook , self-styled Godman
finds himself in the company of Buddha, Mother
Teresa and Guru Nanak.
Source: Twitter

4. 'At a dinner with a Briton, Radhakrishnana
said,“Friends, one day God felt like making rotis.
When he was cooking the rotis, the first one was
cooked less and the English were born. The second
one stayed longer on the fire and the Negroes were
born. Alert after His first two mistakes, when God
went on to cook the third roti, it came out just right
and as a result Indians were born.”’

This is an extract from a book by Dina Nath Batra a
veteran teacher and former General Secretary of
Vidya Bharathi, the school network run by the RSS.
Source: LatitudeNews

5. Sonia Gandhi, Pervez Musharraf and George Bush
were listed as 'great leaders' in an NCERT textbook.
While people's measures of 'greatness' are totally
subjective (one person's great man is another's buffoon) but a list that starts off with Nelson Mandela
and the Dalai Lama, shouldn't go on to include
Musharraf, Sonia Gandhi, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and
George Bush.
Source: Twitter

6. “A donkey is like a housewife… It has to toil all
day, and, like her, may even have to give up food
and water. In fact, the donkey is a shade better… for
while the housewife may sometimes complain and
walk off to her parents’ home, you’ll never catch the
donkey being disloyal to his master.”

This reference was made in a textbook meant for 14year-old children . When contacted by NBC, a state
official said, "The comparison was made in good humour". Yep, just the kind of education this generation needs.
Source: Observer

7. “The pilot and the Indian together thrashed the
negro and tied him up with rope. Like a tied buffalo,
he frantically tried to escape but could not. The
plane landed safely in Chicago. The negro was a serious criminal and this brave Indian was an employee of Air India.”

Good to know that Air India has a fan. This is another one from the works of Dina Nath Batra.
Source: Wikipedia

8. After Partition, "a new nation called Islamic Islamabad was created" and "Japan dropped a nuclear
bomb on the United States".

This is a text that just takes
blatant misinformation to a
whole other level. Other
"facts" in the text include
Gandhiji being killed in October 1948 (he was killed in
January), the capital of "Islamic Islamabad" being
"Khyber Ghat" and that all
South Indians are called
"Madrasis". Ah, education.
Source: IndiaOpines

9. "Instead (of a birthday with
cakes and candles), we
should follow a purely Indian
culture by wearing swadeshi
clothes, doing a havan and
praying to ishtadev (preferred
deity), reciting mantras such
as Gayatri mantra , distributing new clothes to the needy,
feeding cows, distributing
prasad and winding up the
day by playing songs produced by Vidya Bharati."

Taken from Dina Nath Batra's
book Shikhan nu Bharitiyakaran (Indianisation of
Education) , the book is set
9
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against celebrating birthdays with cakes and candles
because it's a western practice.
Source: Wordpress

10. The Indian map should include "countries like
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Tibet,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Burma" as it's all a "part
of Akhand Bharat . Undivided India is the truth, divided India is a lie. Division of India is unnatural
and it can be united again.”

This is an excerpt from the book Tejomay Bharat
(Shining India) . Once again, by Dina Nath Batra.
Source: SnipView

11. Lesbianism is a product of "unnaturally intense
friendships... where outlets for a more normal sex
drive do not exist" or even a "faulty environment"
and claims that the "accompanying deep love... may
lead to suspicion, jealousy, suicide or murder".

Indian boxer who accepted
Muhammad Ali’s challenge twice
is victim of govt apathy
I By Zohair Muhammad Safwan I

Mumbai: A winner of national level boxing contest
once and state level competition seven times, this
unsung hero and little known boxer is also the one
who accepted World Heavyweight Champion
Muhammad Ali’s challenge not once but twice.
72-year-old Haroon Yaseen Khan, in boxing since he
was 12, exhibited courage and determination to jump
into the ring and face Muhammad Ali’s punches in
Mumbai at the time when others were unwilling and
reluctant. But, when it came to fighting with the government, he found the battle tougher than boxing
ventures.

“The government has always been parsimonious to
me. It never recognised my talent and skills, even
though boxers and athletes much junior to me were
rewarded”, Haroon Yaseen Khan is quoted as saying
by Urdu daily Inquilab.

“In 1995, the state government announced to allot
me a residential flat under Chief Minister’s quota.
Twenty years on, I am yet to get its possession”, he
said adding that he and his wife went to state secretariat, Mantralaya, many times but to no avail.
He however said that the two exhibition fights he
had with Muhammad Ali – one in Mumbai in 1980
and the other in Dubai in 1982, are more than any
honour to him.

“I still remember the day when on January 30, 1980
at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Stadium, Worli, Muhmmad Ali challenged and asked if anybody is ready to
face his punches”, Haroon Yaseem Khan, then 36,
recalled.

“There was a crowd of over 80,000 people. Among
them were many boxers. But, no one stood up. I
looked at my father for his nod and raised my hand”,
he said.

Muhammad Ali called him and advised him to re10
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consider the decision.

“I told him, I know you are World Heavyweight
Champion. But, I am also a boxer and confident of
my power. I am ready to fight with you”, he said.
Haroon recalled, in the first round, Muhamad Ali
was jesting and treated him like kids. Then began the
demands coming from the stands, “Stop kidding
Ali… We have come here to see the speed and
punches you are famous for.”

“The public demand forced Ali into action and in the
next one and half minute, my entire face was defaced”, Haroon Khan recalled.

“I could somehow complete the third round when
Muhammad Ali himself stopped the fight, praising
me and my decision to accept his challenge”, he
said.

He said he cried whole day after his son Fazal Khan,
who lives in the United States, informed him last
Friday that Muhammad Ali is no more.

Muhammad Ali is no more. But, the Bhartiya Janata
Party (BJP), part of the government in 1995 when
Haroon was promised a residential flat, is in power
once again. So, will it fulfill the promise its erstwhile
government had made to Haroon Khan twenty years
ago?

Muslims are the largest nonworking community of India*

A staggering percentage of Muslim population as
high as 67.42% in India is non workers, according
to data released by the Census office on Tuesday.

In numbers, out of total 17.22 crore Muslim community, 11.61 crore Muslims have been listed as non
workers. Non-workers are defined as those who do
not participate in any economic activity — paid or
unpaid, household duties, or cultivation.

The large number of Muslim non-workers has been
blamed on the lack of adequate employment opportunities, and an exceptionally skewed work participation ratio between men and women. Women make
up only 15.58% of the community’s main total working population. The participation of women in the
main workforce in India is 24.64%.

“A low work participation rate generally does not
mean that a community is poor. It is seen that work
participation is higher in communities that are poor
and backward. In the case of Muslims, there is a
huge distortion… A large section of the community
prefers that its women stay at home, which is one
reason for low work participation,” Dr Abdul Shaban, deputy director, TISS, said.

The census data released listed the total 72.89 crore
Indians as non workers making it 60.20% of the total
11
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population of 121.08 crore.

Jain community feature next in non workers category following Muslims. There are 0.29 crore nonworking Jains, who make up 64.47% of the total Jain
population. After them are Sikhs (63.76%), Hindus
(58.95%), Christians (58.09%), Buddhists (56.85%)
and Others (51.50%).

However. an analysis of the Census records shows
that the percentage share of non-workers fell slightly
between 2001 and 2011. In 2001, out of a total population of 102.8 crore, 62.63 crore were registered as
non-workers — making up 60.88% of the population. In 2011, the number of non-workers has gone
up to 72.88 crore, but they now make up 60.2% of
the total 121.05 crore population.

The data exposes the tall claim made by the government that the Indian economy is growing fastest in
the world and it may take over China soon. Actually
the wealth of the country is getting concentrated in
few hands and the growth in economy is not reaching to the masses.

http://muslimmirror.com/eng/muslims-are-thelargest-non-working-community-of-india/

Ramadhan best time to give up
Smoking: How can smoking be
Halal in Islam, a System meant
for healthy Life?
I By Dr. Javed Jamil I

Ramadhan can and should be the best time to give
up all forms of addictions including smoking forever. I will focus here on smoking only because
while alcohol and drugs are considered Haram by all
the religious experts of Islam, unfortunately, smoking has not yet been declared universally Haram.
This is despite the fact that smoking kills and devastates much more than the other addictions.

It was in late 1980s when this writer had authored an
article “Why Cigarette Smoking should be declared
Haram” It was published first in Radiance and was
then republished in many other magazines and newspapers including The Kuwait Times. Subsequently,
certain religious scholars in Egypt had issued an
edict about Cigarette smoking being Haram. But unfortunately, the movement did not pick up, and
smoking continues to be a major health hazard not
only in the world as a whole but also in Muslim
countries including the Arab world, Iran and

12
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Malaysia. Muslims tend to consider it permissible.

Let us first see how much important health is in Islamic system of affirs. The truth is that Islam is
meant for protecting life, booth in this world and the
Hereafter, keeping it healthy and ensuring the highest standards of healthiness. We will see below that
Islamic permissions and prohibitions are largely dependent on the impact of the practices on health. In
fact, while Islam gives maximum importance to
health, the current world order compromises health
for the sake of economics.

Health is arguably the most important gift of nature
to man. Prophet Muhammad (SAW) has also described well-being as the biggest gift of God to humans. Without health, life becomes an unmeaning
burden. But to maintain health requires exactly what
the current world dominated by market fundamentalists loathe: discipline in life with plenty of restrictions on activities. The worship of Hygeia is not
tolerable for Mammon. “Restrictions” and “prohibi-

tions” are words that do not exist in the lexicon of
the bazaar. Health is also or must be perhaps the
most easily recognisable criterion of right and
wrong. In the simplest terms, right and wrong can be
defined thus: what has a good overall impact on
health is good, and what has a bad overall impact is
bad. This definition can create some complications;
but it holds good for most of the cases. Health itself
is a comprehensive state of well being. Normally, it
is defined in terms of physical, mental and social
well being, with spiritual well being added as an essential constituent recently. Ideally this includes
family health as well. This is essential for family is
an organised unit of society comprising individuals.
A person, male or female, child, young or old, is an
individual, a member of the family and a member of
society.

Consequent on
the blind race
for money,
what has suffered most is
health – physical, mental,
spiritual and
social. While
medical scientists have been
perpetually engrossed in efforts to find
out the aetiologies and remedies of various
health problems, magnates have been relentlessly engaged in popularising whatever suits their interests,
irrespective of their impact on human health. And
the tragedy is that medical scientists too have lately
become mere tools in the hands of industrialists.
They sometimes resist. But, subdued as they are in
disposition, at the most their viewpoint is published
only in medical journals. If at all it becomes public,
merchants find alternative ways to submerge it into
oblivion. The medical world is not dynamic enough
to aggressively push its concerns. The problem has
further been compounded by the privatisation of
medical institutions and research laboratories. The
industries are now buying medical specialists for
their own ends. They have the money power to lure
experts who too seem to have found a heavenly
haven in the garden of materialism.
13
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Islam classifies human acts into following categories:
(1) Halal (Permissible), without being obligatory or
desirable;
(2) Fardh (obligatory);
(3) Mustahab (Desirable), without being obligatory;
(4) Haram (Prohibited):
(5) Makruh (undesirable) without prohibited.

This categorisation is extremely important; this, in
fact, makes the Islamic Shariah the most scientific
system of the world. It also gives certain flexibility
to the Shariah, which makes life easy for even those
having weaker convictions.

The Qur’an itself declares that it allows what is good
and forbids what is bad. Now, when we study various prohibitions and obligations in Islam on the
basis of the till now
available scientific
knowledge, we find
the categorisation
of acts, where they
are related with
health, to be based
on the following
principles;

(1) Islam declares
all those items and
practices prohibited
which do not form
parts of the normal
requirements of the
body and can directly lead to the development of a disease which
more often than not becomes fatal or causes physical
handicaps like blindness, paralysis, etc.

(2) Islam declares all those items and practices
makruh or undesirable, which may harm the health
but are neither usually fatal, nor lead to any physical
handicap like blindness, paralysis etc.

(3) Islam declares all those things Mustahab or desirable that have beneficial effect on the health of the
individual or society in general.

To explain the medical basis of prohibitions, let us
concentrate on the prohibition of alcohol, sexual
freedom and pork and the undesirability of eating the
flesh of cow.

Let us first take the case of alcohol. To describe its
toxic effects requires hundreds of pages. To be very
concise, the drinking of alcohol causes a number of
diseases the chief ones being Cirrhosis, Pancreatitis,
Alcoholic Neuropathies, Psychosis, etc. Out of these,
Cirrhosis in an incurable fatal disease having no
treatment till now in any of the systems of medicine.
Thousands of persons die every year of alcoholism.
Apart from being dangerous medically, alcoholism is
perhaps the biggest familial and social problem of
the world that leads, directly or indirectly, to serious
disturbances in the families, suicides, murders, rapes
and accidents, causing heavy damage to the life and
property.

Similarly, pork, prohibited in Islam, is known for
giving rise to Trichinelliasis, caused by Trichinella
spiralis and Taenaiasis, caused by Taenia solium.
Trichinella and also sometimes Taenia solium (when
it makes human body its primary host) enter the
blood circulation and in a number of cases cause
paralysis, blindness or sudden
death. Interestingly, the other
species of the
genus Taenia,
namely, Taenia
saginata found in
cow’s meat does
never make human
being its primary
host and therefore
does never enter
the blood circulation. It remains confined to the intestines causing
much less harmful diseases like anaemia. This must
be the reason behind the Prophet’s (SAW) hadith
that while the milk and ghee of cow are good, its
meat has disease. So it was not prohibited outright
but disliked by the Prophet (SAW).

Pork in addition has an indirect highly dangerous
implication on health due top pig farming. Swine flu
caused by contacts with pigs has killed more than
150 million people in the last two century.

Free sex, advocated by the Western society is also
directly responsible for many dangerous diseases of
which syphilis in the past and AIDS at the present
have been responsible for millions of deaths. Free
sex is also one of the major causes of the psychological, familial and social problems leading to crimes
14
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like murders and rapes and familial problems like
separations and divorces.

Out of the desirable acts in Islam, circumcision,
breastfeeding for two years and cleansing of teeth
may be cited here as acts of extraordinary medical,
significance. Circumcision prevents fatal diseases,
namely, Cancer of Penis in the males and Cancer of
Cervix in the females and Muslims rarely suffer
from these. It has been proved that AIDS in circumcised men are much less than in the uncircumcised.
Cleansing the teeth, which the Prophet did practice
before every namaz, prevents dental diseases like
carries, pyorrhoea etc. Breastfeeding for two years
has been proved to have a significant positive effect
on life expectancy. All Islamic practices of Fardh
and mustahab in fact have beneficial effect on life
expectancy, and all prohibited practices have a pronounced depleting effect.

In the book, “Quranic Paradigm of Sciences & Society” (First Volume:
Health”, I have developed a Quranic dynamic paradigm of
health. While the
WHO Definition of
Health describes
health as “a state of
complete physical,
mental, social and
spiritual being” with
the onus of maintaining health only on individuals without
fixing the responsibility of maintaining health on
system, Islamic definition of health, developed by
this writer, is much broader:

“Health is a state of complete physical, mental, spiritual and social wellbeing, which must be safeguarded not only through the maintenance of a
health preserving regime at the personal/individual
level, but also through the establishment of a healthprotective and promoting family system and a
health-protective and promoting social system.”

It is on the basis of this definition that I have advocated Right to Health as a Fundamental right. When
the right to health becomes a fundamental right,
smoking, drinking and uninhibited sex would automatically become unlawful; for each one of these is
responsible for increase by millions in the annual

mortality and morbidity. This will result in a momentous fall in the incidence of diseases like lung
cancer, mouth cancer, cirrhosis, ischaemic heart diseases, peptic ulcers, bronchitis, Korsakoff psychosis,
syphilis, gonorrhoea, Chancroid, herpes, AIDS and a
number of psychiatric diseases. The crime, accident
and suicide rates would also decline substantially.

Quran clearly points that God has allowed all wholesome things and banned all unhealthy and unhygienic items and practices. Quran has also clearly
asked not to put oneself in situations causing death:

“And spend in the way of Allah and do not throw
[yourselves] with your [own] hands into destruction.
And do good; indeed, Allah loves the doers of
good.” (Al-Baqara, 2: 195).

“O you who have
believed, do not
consume one another's wealth unjustly but only [in
lawful] business by
mutual consent.
And do not kill
yourselves. Indeed,
Allah is to you ever
Merciful.” (AlBaqara, 2: 29).

It is clear that Quran prohibits anything that endangers life. How can then smoking be Halal? Some
people argue that smoking does not cause the fogging of mind or intoxication like alcohol and drugs.
They forget that it is threat to life and not the fogging or intoxication which is the primary criteria of
prohibition. Pork, meat of dead animals, promiscuity
and homosexuality do not cause “Khumaar” but
have been expressly prohibited.

There are1.3 billion smokers in the world. In an initial estimate of factors responsible for the global burden of disease, tobacco, alcohol and illicit drugs
contributed together 12.4% of all deaths worldwide
in the year 2000. Looking at the percentage of total
years of life lost due to these substances, it has been
estimated that they account for 8.9%.
(http://www.who.int/substance_abuse/facts/global_b
urden/en/)

It can be seen that Tobacco is a bigger killer than
even alcohol. According to latest estimates, more
15
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than 6 million people are killed by tobacco compared to 3 million by Alcohol. How can such a big
killer be Halal? In addition, tens of millions develop
severe respiratory illness causing breathlessness and
cough and crippling heart diseases. The markets earn
hundreds of billions, and this comes from the pockets of the people at the cost of their own health. The
Islamic scholars cannot remain sleeping over this
huge hazard to life. They need to sit together and
issue a categorical fatwa declaring all forms of tobacco including smoking Haram. Once they do it,
the governments, at least of Muslim countries, will
be under pressure to ban the manufacturing and supply of the tobacco products.

The smokers have a golden opportunity to give up
smoking during Ramadhan. If they are fasting, they
are keeping away from
smoking for more than
twelve hours in most
parts of the world. Just
avoid smoking after the
break time for a few
days, and they will find
it easy to give it up forever. They must remember that addiction can
be given up only
through quick abandoning; attempts to do it slowly are bound to fail. The
higher spiritual level in Ramadhan is more likely to
help their cause. If they take it as Haram, it will be
easier for them to quit. Let every smoker and tobacco chewer take a pledge to give up their addiction
forever! This will be one of the biggest thanksgivings to God in the month of Ramadhan.

Dr Javed Jamil is India based thinker and writer with
over a dozen books including his latest, “Muslim Vision of Secular India: Destination & Road-map” and
“Qur’anic Paradigms of Sciences & Society” (First
Vol: Health), “Muslims Most Civilised, Yet Not
Enough” and Other works include “The Devil of
Economic Fundamentalism”, “The Essence of the
Divine Verses”, “The Killer Sex”, “Islam means
Peace” and “Rediscovering the Universe”. Read
more about him

athttp://www.worldmuslimpedia.com/dr-javed-jamil.
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/javedjamil2015; also http://javedjamil.blogspot.in/. He
can be contacted atdoctorforu123@yahoo.com

Reliving the

Ottoman Legacy

A

I By Dr Mohammad Manzoor Alam I

fter a couple of recent visits to Turkey, I
have come to the firm conclusion that the
country is reliving its grand Ottoman legacy
under the leadership of Recep Tayyip Erdogan with
its economic growth, conservative democracy, religious tolerance, national reconciliation and international peace, and solidarity with the oppressed. This,
to me, is the gist of Erdogan vision. I would like to
talk about it in simple terms, without recourse to too
much statistics or extensive quotes.

President Erdogan’s Justice and Development party
has fostered a vibrant culture of entrepreneurship,
business innovation, industriousness and economic
growth. The Anatolyan heartland today pulsates with
thousands of new businesses that are evocatively
called “Anatolyan tigers”.

The country could withstand the global economic
devastation of 2008 without much damage. As the
dominos of West Asia fell after the Arab Spring, and
the heroes that emerged were soon demolished in
turn, Turkey remained steady. The most visible
achievement on the economic front is its control
over rampant inflation.

Turkey has a per capita GDP of $ 10,482, which in
PPP terms works out to $19,610. The growth rate is
4 percent per year, which between 2002 and 2012
was an average of 5.2 percent per year.

The government has been able to lower inflation
from 30 percent in 2002 to 5 percent now. The rate
of unemployment in 2013 was 9 percent, compared
favourably to Spain (25.9 percent), France (10.8 percent) and Italy (12.7 percent). Among 50 well to do
countries it stands 17th. That is no mean achievement.

Unlike different versions of democracy in other
Muslim countries, the polity here does not call itself
Islamic democracy or by other religious denomina16
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tional nomenclature. The rule of Justice and Development Party defines itself as “conservative democracy” evoking some qualities of the British
conservative system or its equivalent America’s Republican politics. Whether, beyond this image
evoked by this term there is some substance similar
to the UK and US conservatism is yet to be understood.

That this member of North Atlantic Treaty Organisation is not out of step with the United States and European Union is clear from policies on Iran, Saudi
Arabia and Syria. Its request for EU membership is
under consideration for the last five decades. However, its rating has gown and it is at a closer stage of
European integration.

There is often an attempt by the Turkish leadership
not to define itself too closely as an Islamic entity or
as the successor state of Ottoman Turkey. However,
it does not run away from its largely Islamic heritage
either. President Erdogan’s association with men like
Rashid Ghanoushi, Mohammad Morsi and Khalid
Mashal worries some people endlessly.

However, the fact remains that the Turkish leadership has always advised caution and restraint to
Muslim leaders. When President Morsi was in his
last days of power, international media said the
Turkish leadership did not agree with his unilateral
alterations in Egyptian Constitution, without reference to parliament or the Egyptian people. President
Erdogan had advised him caution. Ignoring that advice turned out to be costly.

The Turkish leadership, which sees itself as a force
for moderation, peace and security in the region, also
disturbs Islamophobes with its long association with
Muslim Brotherhood. Despite their association, the
Turkish leadership has matured in democratic ways
and thus does not threaten others, while the less sophisticated style of the Brotherhood looks menacing
to opponents.

Despite the democratic, Western-style refinement, it
does not shy away from its Ottoman heritage, or the
Islamic religio-cultural affinities of its majority. It
has been the only close Muslim ally of Israel. However, it had the moral courage to tell Israel at Davos
that it had to stop pulverising the Palestinians. Close
to my home, India, the Turkish prime minister and
his wife came with a plainload of relief material to
the oppressed Rohingyas of Myanmar, consoled
them and told the host government to stop persecution. No other leadership would have done it as saving persecuted Muslims would have branded them as
pro-Muslim. All this needs courage of conviction.

Turkey remains a beacon of light for peace and security in West Asia.

That the contemporary Turkey is a force for moderation, religious toleration, national reconciliation and
international peace is commonly known. With President Erdogan the attempts at internal reconciliation
with Kurds has grown. Islam being common to both,
the divergent ethnic dimension has been blunted
even though some people who do not like attempts at
rapproachment are stepping up terror attacks.

The same holds true for reconciliation attempts with
the old rival Greece and accommodation in Cyprus.
These are some clear achievements on the international front.

All said and done, Turkey remains as neutral in other
people’s religious affairs as the Quran demands:
“There is no compulsion in religion”. This stance is
a continuity from earliest Ottoman days when they
did not interfere with people’s faith in the vast empire, and are lauded for that till date.

That acceptance of religious pluralism continues
even though President Erdogan sometimes sees
Turkey as a model for the rest of the Muslim world.
On June 12, 2011 he said in his victory speech:
“Sarajevo won today as much as Istanbul. Beirut
won as much as Izmir. Damascus won as much as
Ankara. Ramallah, Nablus, Jenin, the West Bank,
Jerusalem won as much as Diyarbakir”.
To him a Muslim identity is not inconsistent with
world brotherhood.
Let me declare

President Erdogan is a man of vision and immense
17
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capability for statesmanship. Every visionary and
statesman has to face huge challenges. The president
has to strike a balance

a) between high economic growth rate and distributive justice
b) between ethics of disagreement and constructive
engagement
c) between higher education ()عفان ملع, illiteracy
and ignorance; and
d) the utilisation of optimum capacity of women on
the basis of equality for making an ideal society in
the world.

Let me make a statement

A task without a vision is drudgery,
A vision without a task is a dream,
A vision with a task is but the hope of the world

Let us hope President Erdogan succeeds in his vision
and mission of making a role model for humane society in the world.

http://iosworld.org/short_takes/Reliving_the_Ottoman_Legacy.htm

Seize the moment
I Dr Mohammad Manzoor Alam I

From today, June 7, the holy month of Ramdhan begins in most of South Asia. In many parts of the
world it began yesterday. The variation of a few
hours is because of Islam’s lunar calendar which begins with the sighting of the crescent moon, which
occurs at a gap of nearly a day in different regions.
The difference is rarely of more than 24 hours.

The holy month has extraordinary significance in
Muslim life across the globe. The Prophet (PBUH)
used to prepare to welcome it right from Rajab. After
that came the month of Shabaan, in which the
Prophet’s (PBUH) preparations increased with
prayers, supplications and remembrance of God. The
Prophet (PBUH) said “Shabaan is my month and
Ramdhan is Allah’s month.”

The ulama explain that every month is Allah’s, but
the Prophet (PBUH) meant to say that he exerted at
the utmost in preparation for Allah’s blessed month,
Ramdhan, when He showers extraordinary blessings
on the believers. It is for believers to get focused on
the blessings and prepare to receive them even before the month begins.

The Prophet (PBUH) gave up nearly everything during the month and spent all his time in prayers and
supplications. The donations to the poor that he gave
in other months were increased considerably even to
the point that virtually nothing was left for himself
or his family. For him (and his followers) the month
came as a time to learn sabr (patience and hope from
God), compassion and helping others. Before the advent of Ramdhan he used to pray, in words similar to
“God, make me reach Ramdhan.”

From this account we can guess how dear the month
is to Muslims of every region, continent and colour.
The significance of the month lies in many more
things, not the least of it is that God’s Book, the holy
Quran, descended in this month. It is the Book that is
the lifeline of Islam and Muslims anywhere on earth.
It was always so, will remain so till the Day of Judgment.

It was during this month that the historic battle of
Badr was fought and won by a handful of half18
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starved, ill-clad, ill-equipped and ill-shod Muslims
against well-fed, well-clothed, well-equipped enemies. This victory changed the status of Muslims
from a persecuted and harassed minority group to a
respected, equal and feared group of believers. From
here the victory over Makkah and an end to persecution of Muslims in Arabia for all time to come was
not far.

The month is heavy with significance, many of them
obvious as described above. Others are hinted at in
the Quran. There are still others experienced and observed by pious men and women immersed all the
time in the recital of the Quranic text, dhikr and fikr
(remembrance of God, recitation of holy words and
meditation on God’s attributes), fast during the day
and vigil at night. Each and every moment brings a
great shower of God’s bounties.

The bounties of the month are innumerable, making
it impossible to count them. Some, as said earlier in
this article, are not readily apparent to the uninitiated. One of the most visible is the several-fold increase in the sustenance of the believers. This is
visible to everyone, even to ordinary believers like
most of you and me. People who have usually five
items on their dinner table through eleven months of
the year find that there are ten or twelve during
Ramdhan. In poorer localities the well-off Muslims
make sure that everything they eat in iftaar (breakfast at sunset), dinner and sehr (pre-dawn snack) also
reach the poorer brethren and sisters. Richer Muslim
countries try to help Muslims in poorer countries.

The Prophet (PBUH) said his Ummah is like a single
person. If one part of the body has pain the whole
body feels it. According to it, Muslims are brothers
and sisters to one another. When the persecuted
Muslims, driven out of Makkah to Madinah, each of
the Muslims was adopted as a brother (akhi) by one
Madinan Muslim (one Madinan akhi for each
Makkan Muslim) under a muakhfat (brotherhood)
agreement established by the Prophet (PBUH). Thus
everybody got a brother to protect and cherish him
and his family. This is also a month of renewal of the
spirit of muakhfat between every Muslim.

The heavy downpour of rizq from Allah is clearly
evident in richer Muslim countries where the well-

off people carry every imaginable fruit, juice and
cooked food to feed large congregations at mosques
and public places. It is a glut of food and drink that
everybody is free to partake of.

One of the most important bounties of Ramdhan
comes in, most probably sometime between the 21st
and 29th of Ramdhan on an odd date. It is a night
called Lailatul Qadr (the night of power). This night
of power is called so by God Himself as a night of
vigil, prayers and dhikr of this one single night is
“better than a thousand months” which means ibadat
in this night is better than more than 80 years’ worship, a reward that no one can hope to get otherwise
because most human lives
are shorter than 80 years by
a considerable margin.
Grab this night and don’t
let it go.

The month’s all three
ashras (ten-day periods) are
soaked in God’s grace. The
first ashra is of
rahmat(Mercy), which all
of us need in life and after
death. The second is maghfirat (God’s pardon), the
value of which all of us
know deep inside our
hearts. The third is of nijaat
(being saved from eternal
damnation). The Prophet
(PBUH) told Muslims to
seek Lailatul Qadr (mainly)
in the odd nights of the last
ashra, that is on the night of
21st, 23rd, 25th, 27th and
29th of the month.

All these ashras end with
the sighting of the new
moon heralding the beginning of a new month and
end of Ramdhan. On this
night God pardons the sins
of innumerable believers
saving them from eternal
damnation. The next morning Muslims congregate in
large numbers in festive
mood, with contented
hearts, in their best dress,
19
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thanking God for the mercy he had showered on
them. On the Eid morning again God pardons innumerable believers, saving them from hell, “which
they, with their sins, had ensured for themselves.”

The most wrenching part of all this is that the month
of God’s Mercy passes too quickly, in almost a fifty.
So, be alert. Don’t let it pass. Seize the moment.

Salaam and all the best wishes for the holy month.
http://iosworld.org/short_takes/Seize_the_moment.ht
m

Digital Spreadsheets
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Spreadsheets have been used by accountants for hundreds of years. Computerized or electronic spreadsheets are of much more recent origin. In the realm
of accounting jargon a spreadsheet was and is a large
sheet of paper with columns and rows that organizes
data about transactions for a business person to examine. It spreads or shows all of the costs, income,
taxes, and other related data on a single sheet of
paper for a manager to examine
when making a decision. An electronic spreadsheet
organizes information into software
defined columns
and rows. The
data can then be
"added up" by a
formula to give a
total or sum. The
spreadsheet program summarizes
information from
many paper
sources in one
place and presents
the information in a format to help a decision maker
see a more complete picture.

lations for Bricklin’s studies at Harvard Business
School. The name VisiCalc is a compressed form of
the phrase visible calculator. The basic paradigm of
an array of rows and columns with automated updates and display of results has been extended with
libraries of mathematical and statistical functions,
accompanied with powerful graphing facilities.
VisiCalc was succeeded by the Lotus 1-2-3. It incorporated integrated charting, plotting and database capabilities. Lotus 1-2-3 established spreadsheet
software as a major data presentation package as
well as a complex calculation tool. In 1984, Microsoft came up with its own version of the spreadsheet programme called EXCEL
(http://www.microsoft.com/office/excel/). When
Microsoft launched the Windows operating system
in 1987, Excel
was one of the
first application
products released
for it. Now the
Microsoft Excel
has superseded
all the other
spreadsheet programmes. It was
one of the first
spreadsheets to
use a graphical
interface with
pull down menus
and a point and
click capability
using a mouse
pointing device.
The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with a graphical
Computerized or electronic
user interface makes it very attractive for the users.
Moreover the Microsoft Excel has established itself
as a ubiquitous program.

In 1961, Professor Richard Mattessich pioneered the
development of computerized spreadsheets
in all of the costs, income, taxes, and other related
It spreadsfor
or use
shows
The electronic spreadsheets such as the MSAn
Excel
business accounting. These operated on the mainelectronic
can be used effectively in education and science.
frame computers. The wide use of the spreadsheet
The data can then be
MS Excel is readily available and one need not buy
programmes had to wait till the personal computers
The spreadsheet
program
summarizes
costly packages.
The MS spreadsheets
are easy
to
became common. The spreadsheets made their first
use enabling a middle course compared to the exappearance for the personal computers in 1979; this
tremes of fully coding an algorithm in some prowas the VisiCalc, created by Dan Bricklin and Bob
gramming language (such as FORTRAN or C++)
Frankston for the Apple-II platform. It was conceived and developed as a tool to do repetitive calcu- and using a readymade package. The spreadsheet
20
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The

approach is more suited for learning. More over the
MS Excel has a highly developed graphical interface
with an inbuilt help module. Beginning students can
do statistical analysis (calculation of mean, median,
mode and standard deviation, etc.) of data and make
a graphical presentation (pie charts, bar charts, etc.).
Students can also do many complex mathematical
operations (including topics such as applied calculus) using the MS Excel with ease. Excel enables
numerical analysis in an easy and lucid manner requiring no prior knowledge of computer programming. Presenting information in graphical form is
useful in studying many phenomena in science.
Excel is a very useful tool in analyzing the data collected in the laboratories and in the field trips.

Using Excel can enhance understanding of content
within a graphic presentation of the information. It
provides a visual representation of data that makes it
easier to analyze.
Excel reduces the
difficulty of plotting data and allows students a
means for interpreting the data.
Excel can easily
convert any chart
or data set into a
web page, making
it very easy to
share information
among groups.
Excel's ability to
dynamically generate charts and
graphs in seconds
makes it easy to
quickly demonstrate relationships
between numbers.
As a teaching tool,
students can see
how different
types of graphs
and charts can be
used to represent
the same series of
data. A major advantage of an electronic spreadsheet
is that it can be
stored (in devices
21
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such as flash-memories and CD’s) and reused later.
Moreover the stored data can be used for a comparative analysis.
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The Big Question on
Beard
I By Anis Khan I

I chatted with one of my former colleagues today
and he said that I looked old and conservative with
my beard. He said, ‘I know that you are not conservative, but your beard make you look so. Those who
don’t know you will think you are conservative.” It’s
almost impossible to ignore feedback on one’s looks,
especially if you are told you look old. One voice in
my head said, “Why not trim it like Noman Ali Khan
does?” Another voice said, “No way.” The first voice
whispered, Why not grow hair and look like and
artist. The second voice said, Why artist? What’s the
problem in being a Muslim? I said, I will write a
blog post.

No doubt Islamophobia is on the rise around the
world with an assumption that terrorism is a threat to
non-Muslims while the facts tell that terrorist kill
mostly Muslims. As per one report published in
ABC in 2014 more than 80% of the deaths related to
terrorism took place in Iraq, Nigeria, Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Syria. It is not a Muslims versus the
rest issue but the Muslim issue, the issue of extremism. Extremist needs fertile grounds of ignorance,
22
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unemployment and chaos. You will see less of extremism in Muslim countries that are economically
stable and the government is in control, be it democracy or not. There was no terrorism in Iraq and Syria
before the governmental structure in these two countries was demolished through invasions to remove
stable governments. There was hardly any terrorism
heard of in Afghanistan and Pakistan before 9/11.
War on terrorism has collectively responsibility for
creating political void leaving a chaotic political
space to be grabbed by gangs who could get arms
and support from their godfathers, as much as there
is responsibility on the Muslims leaders and preachers to contain extremism.

Beard has almost become symbol of terrorists because bearded people with guns are shown in the
mass media, but bearded people feeding the poor and
doing philanthropic work will never be shown on the
mass media. Hatred sells more readily than love. I
think even love doesn’t sell. Romance, beauty and
lust rock. When you look at the history of psychopaths, perverts, murderers and dictators, you will
see more of clean shaven people than bearded ones.
It’s a challenge for Muslims and they have to over-

come it. And, we will have to realize that there aren’t
enough bearded Muslims to prove that it’s not a
question of beard but a question of education and
economic standards. There have been times when
men of all religious faiths took pride in beard because it was symbol of masculinity. Many of the
philosophers and artist in the Europe, USA, China,
Russia and Indian subcontinent had beards because
they realized that men need to worry less about looking handsome or young, and more about the influence they have on people. Muslims and Christians
unquestionably have their leaders in Jesus and Mohammad, peace be upon them, both bearded men.
Hindus are among other major faiths that have
mostly spiritual preachers as bearded men. Atheists
make up another major part of the world population
who look up to Karl Marx and Darwin for philosophy, both bearded men.

I have lately grown beard after a decade of playing
around trimming my beard. People ask if I have been
radicalized in recent past. I did not attend a single religious assembly. Nor did I spend an hour with a
Muslim preacher. I read fewer books in the last one
year than I read before. I wrote fewer posts on religion than I wrote before. But, I felt more free than I
felt before because I was not part of a private sector
machine that makes men slave. I have no hesitation
to say that beard is not directly associated with terrorism. In Saudi Arabia it’s seen as a conservative or

Muslims have had more skepticism about beard than
non-Muslim had. A relative told me a story of a
beard controversy that took place a few decades ago
during a marriage in my community of Qayamkhanis, people who take pride in Islam as well as in Rajput lineage. During those times nobody had heard of
terrorism, but the skepticism for beard was so strong
that when a marriage party arrived and people discovered that the groom had beard, they wanted to
force him to shave it. The groom refused so the good
people decided to send the marriage party back.
Those days a beard was an old man’s idea. These
days it looks like a violent man’s idea. I know of a
young man who is a doctor with beard was married a

extremist thing, if not an inspiration for violence.
Stereotypes are social truths, we can live with them
or question them but they are what they are. Some
people who love me can say it on my face but others
may just feel uneasy and say, “Why don’t you make
it a little bit trimmed and beautiful?” If I go to make
it beautiful, I have made it clear that looks matter,
and that I must compromise on my religion and that
a Muslim needs to seek security in how people judge
him, not in Allah. I don’t blame the people who
make such judgments. It’s a human thing. People
want to look young to live in an illusion that death is
still far away because beard makes people look old.
Beard is directly associated with radical Muslims.
One of my favorite subjects in recent years have
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few years ago. A lot of people showed concern that
how is he going to get patients with such frightful
looks. During his marriage function, a gentleman
told his father that he looks like a terrorist. The father retorted, “Did Ajmal Qasab have a beard when
he came to attack India.”

been Social Psychology and I know how stereotyping is real; it’s a social phenomenon not an individual problem. Nearly a decade ago when the war on
terrorism was on its peak I was with my colleagues
in a car and we stopped at a traffic signal. Another
colleague who was employed in the same group of
companies was in his car and stopped next to ours.
He was a bearded young man, a very polite one. My
colleagues said, ‘Why does he grow beard when he
knows that people are frightened by it?” I saw some
sense in the social justification of not growing beard
at that time and I see the point even now, but I also
believe that running away from beard is not a solution. Your confidence is always compromised if you
are not comfortable with your body and beliefs. How
do I expect Allah to support me 100% when I am
shying away to commit myself 100%? The solution
is that bearded people show to others that they are as
good human beings as non-bearded people are. The
responsibility is on the bearded people. When we
compromise on beards, we support the stereotyping
that bearded Muslims are radicalized. I reality I have
seen more clean shaven Muslims showing more violence in ideas and actions than bearded Muslims.

Why blame the common man when our preachers
compromise and become defensive? Our good
preachers when they trim their beards and persist on
the path of dawah prove by their action that dawah
cannot be done by a man who grows his beard fully,
as per the purist tradition of sunnah. They, in a way,
say, ‘Oh beard-hater, tormented, defensive, guiltladen Muslim, come to me. I feel your pain, guilt
and shame. Let’s talk about religion. I love Mohammad, peace be upon him, and you love him too. We
will slowly grow beard but let’s first talk about Mohammad, peace be upon him.” They may be right in
their way, Allah knows the best. But, I believe one
needs to be purist and idealist while preaching others
and beard in its traditional form is an expression of
idealism, a show of at least 100% commitment, visually, because emotional commitment can never be
100% for we are human beings. We are weak. It’s an
expression that my beauty before God, The Most
Merciful, is more important to me than my beauty
before anyone else. It’s an expression that if God,
The Most Merciful, will give me honour I can guide
people, otherwise no amount of innocent looks can
bring enough warmth in my speech to turn even
one’s heart. I know from my experience that nonMuslims love you or hate you only for your actions.
They don’t give a damn to your beard or no beard.
If you smile, they will smile. You can test it with
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100% success rate. The first impression matters but
its only limited to the first impression. After that if
you behave well, Muslims and non-Muslims appreciate it. If you are selfish, arrogant and mean, no
amount of handsome looks will get you blessings
from the people. Handsome is as handsome does.

Believe, trust and action is not only my motto for
life, business and religion. We need to believe if historically there have been leaders with beard there is
no reason why there can’t be now. We need to believe that non-Muslims genuinely love us and want
our good. It’s that some bearded perverts who have
blood on their hands have made them skeptics. We
need to tell them that there are more perverts, murderers, psychopaths and dictators among nonbearded men than among bearded ones. We need to
break the stereotypes. We need to believe that actions matter more than speech or looks. We need to
believe that a smiling Muslim with a beard is far better than a Muslim who is handsome but goes about
with an air of arrogance. We need to believe ourselves, our neighbors, the teachings of the Prophet,
peace be upon him, and Allah. We need to seek
honor from Allah alone. Allah says:
[035:010] Whoever desires honor [through power] then to Allah belongs all honor. To Him ascends
good speech, and righteous work raises it. But they
who plot evil deeds will have a severe punishment,
and the plotting of those - it will perish.

The virtue of fasting
six days of Shawwaal

What is the ruling on fasting six days of
Shawwaal? Is it waajib (obligatory)?

The Hanbali and Shaafa’i fuqaha’ explained
that fasting six days of Shawwaal after fasting
Ramadaan makes it as if one has fasted for an
Praise be to Allaah.
entire year of obligatory fasts, because the
multiplication of the reward applies even to
Fasting six days of Shawwaal after the obliga- naafil fasts, because each hasanah brings the
tory fast of Ramadaan is Sunnah Mustahabbah, reward of ten like it.
not waajib. It is recommended for the Muslim
to fast six days of Shawwaal, and in this there Another of the important benefits of fasting six
is great virtue and an immense reward. Whodays of Shawwaal is that is makes up for any
ever fasts these six days will have recorded for shortfall in a person's obligatory Ramadaan
him a reward as if he had fasted a whole year,
fasts, because no one is free of shortcomings
as was reported in a saheeh hadeeth from the
or sins that have a negative effect on his fastProphet (peace and blessings of Allaah be
ing. On the Day of Resurrection, some of his
upon him). Abu Ayyoob (may Allaah be
naafil deeds will be taken to make up the
pleased with him) reported that the Messenger shortcomings in his obligatory deeds, as the
of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be
upon him) said: “Whoever fasts Ramadaan and upon him) said: “The first thing for which peofollows it with six days of Shawwaal, it will be ple will be brought to account on the Day of
as if he fasted for a lifetime.” (Narrated by
Resurrection will be their salaah (prayer). Our
Muslim, Abu Dawood, al-Tirmidhi, al-Nisaa’i Lord, may He be glorified and exalted, will
and Ibn Maajah).
say to His angels – although He knows best –
‘Look at the salaah of My slave, whether it is
The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be complete or incomplete.’ If it is perfect, it will
upon him) explained this when he said: “Who- be recorded as perfect, and if something is
ever fasts for six days after (Eid) al-Fitr has
lacking, He will say, ‘Look and see whether
completed the year: (whoever does a good
My slave did any voluntary (naafil) prayers.’ If
deed (hasanah) will have ten hasanah like it).” he did some voluntary prayers, [Allaah] will
According to another report: “Allaah has made say, Complete the obligatory actions of My
for each hasanah ten like it, so a month is like
slave from his voluntary actions.’ Then all his
fasting ten months, and fasting six days comactions will be dealt with in a similar manner.”
pletes the year.” (al-Nisaa’i and Ibn Maajah.
(Narrated by Abu Dawood).
See also Saheeh al-Targheeb wa’l-Tarheeb,
And Allaah knows best.
1/421). It was also narrated by Ibn Khuzaymah
with the wording: “Fasting for the month of
Sheikh Muhammed Salih Al-Munajjid
Ramadaan brings the reward of ten like it, and www.islamqa.info
fasting for six days brings the reward of two
months, and that is the fasting of the whole
year.”
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Tremors in Marriage life...
Haste versus Tolerance
I By Nissar Nadiadwala I

Among the hastiest decision, which also proves
harmful emotionally and socially, is divorce. People
rush for divorces like anything. Why many people
find themselves incompatible for their spouses but
they get along well even with their aggressive boss,
disobedient children, stubborn customers and irritating neighbors ? It may seem to many people that
spouses can be replaced easily but bosses cant be.
Children can be disobedient but spouses should
never be. Customers can be stubborn but they follow
it up by a profit in deal, spouses don't. You can shut
your doors for neighbors but not for your spouse.
You can sell your house but can’t sell your spouse.
So, many people are in a haste to replace them.

Spouses err. They fall short in expectations. Their
shortcomings strike brighter than their good qualities. These are common features everywhere. If you
look at your spouse's errors and shortcomings
through microscope then it will give you a magnified
image. This is how Shaytan works. Haste is a
weapon used frequently by Shaytan to instigate a
man to do wrong and destroy his Akhera. It is haste
that leads many warring couple to separation. If
haste is a weapon of shaytan, then it is also a test for
man. Note these three Qur'anic verses that reflects
human pyschology :
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1. Man was created weak 'Khuliqal Insaana Dhaeefa'
..Surah Nisaa verse 28.
2. The prayer that man should make for good, he
makes for evil, for man is given to Haste ... Surah Al
Isra chapter 17 , verse 11.
3. Innal Insaana Khuliqa halooa.. Indeed man was
created very impatient..Surah Ma'arij chapter 70 ,
verse 19

'Haste is from Shaytan. and tolerance is from Ar
Rahman' declares Sahih Hadith. Note the attribute of
Allah here.. Ar Rahman. Most Merciful. Why did
Allah not use his other attributes here? Mercy is
from Allah. Mercy is required for a patch up. That is
why Allah says.. Tolerance is from Ar-Rahman. Tolerance is opposite of haste. If you are in a hurry,
don't take a decision. The love in youth evolves into
mercy in old age. That is why we see our grandmothers and grandfathers talking for hours and are
concerned for each other in their sickness. They remind medicines. They react if their spouse is criticized in their presence. This is mercy attached with
love. Those marriages which have survived are case
studies for the generation next. Love is not a boiling
water that can evaporate after certain temperature
but it is a strong plinth upon which the whole building of love and affection stands.

Will we let the poor
die?
I Dr Mohammad Manzoor Alam I

Sometimes towards the end of cold war, Rand Corporation, which conducts researches and writes reports for US government, its foreign policy and
military establishments, prepared a report that had a
startling suggestion. It said that the powerful and
rich Western countries and institutions should not intervene to save millions of lives in the less developed countries (LDCS).

According to Rand, the ill-fed, ill-clad, ill-shod millions were worthless vermins who had no value,
were of no economic worth, and were a burden on
earth’s resources. So they should be allowed to die
off in their millions. There was no point in wasting
precious material and financial resources on them.
That was like throwing black slaves overboard in the
sea to drown if the white captains of slave-trading
ships thought their ship was overloaded or had insufficient food and water for so many people.

At that time the report sounded a little too cruel, callous and shocking, especially for liberals and leftists.
It also seemed unprecedented, but it was not. In
India, over the centuries Banias had regularly been
hoarding grain as people died in famines. The Banias
thus forced food prices (and their profits) to shoot
through the ceiling as people died like flies. As
Amartya Sen, says in famines there was enough
food, but the poor did not have access to it as they
had a weak purchasing power.

A particularly gruesome famine struck Bengal in
1942. People from the countryside were dropping
dead like flies on Calcutta’s roads, lanes and bylanes. The city was littered with corpses of the hungry men, women and children as Banias’ godowns
were brimming with food grains hoarded to be sold
at higher prices. As Indians did not bother for fellow
Indians, the British rulers had no reason to worry too
much about saving Indian lives.
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At that point the massive British military (that included Indians and other colonised people in it) was
fighting against the Axis powers led by Germany,
Italy and Japan. When the British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill needed to ensure food supplies to
British troops he took away all the reserved food
from India and let the people die from hunger in
their millions. Between the Banias’ greed and the
British need Indian lives were extinguished en
masse. Both Churchill and the hoarders had coolly
decided to let people wither away. Thus Rand report’s suggestion was not unprecedented.

Thankfully, we are no longer living under British
rule, but the rule of greedy traders is yet to be over.
And, yes, the native government has not always been
an improvement on the colonial one. Our governments at Centre as well as in states have not always
acted in stress situations in a better way than their
colonial predecessors.

Today no country in the world is allowed to let people perish in a famine. In India itself the last devastating famine came in Cooch Behar in the 70s. Since
then no real famine has struck the country, yet from
locations in Odisha, Madhya Pradesh and the model
of economic growth state, Gujarat, reports have
often come that said certain pockets were severely
food scarce. Starvation deaths are not unheard of in
these states as well as Chhattisgarh and others. The
question is when India will get rid of hunger, finally?
Today, 33 crore people in 256 districts of ten states
are severely affected by monumental drought, subjected to the worst human suffering. There is no
mention of it in the daily dose of announcements of
grand new schemes, plans, missions, projects and
Abhiyans. Why? Are not they Indians?

I will continue this in another write-up soon. However, before ending it I want to talk about a cruel
joke Sadhvi Uma Bharti has played on some of the
worst drought-hit people. Bharti, the rabble-rouser of
Babri Masjid demolition movement, is today the

Union minister for water resources. More importantly, she is an MP from Jhansi in Bundelkhand,
one of the worst drought-hit areas.

On May 2, she flagged off 12 tankers carrying water
to some most thirsty areas. She waved a BJP flag
and the convoy of tankers rolled off to their destination. When they reached there people were angry to
see that none of them had a drop of water. Whatever
the case, but Bharti had her pictures sending water to
the thirsty publicised. Naturally, the victims did not
like this joke at all.

By the way, what does it say about the Centre’s attitude to the life and wellbeing of 30 crore Indians
who are not a part of the grand media-created hype?
Do these leaders want the poor to die without food
and water?
http://iosworld.org/short_takes/Will_we_let_the_poo
r_die.htm

The Way to
Gain is to Give
Selflessly

T

he world is a mix of pairs of opposites; it
is constantly changing and is unpredictable.

In this scenario to count on a fixed pattern that
suits you is like expecting to always win at gambling! Assess the world, your surroundings and
the people you interact with regularly. Understand
all these elements for what they are and accept
them. Everyone is bound by their inherent nature
and cannot act apart from inborn traits. Once you
come to terms with this you will not expect an
angry person to be gentle or a hysterical person to
be sane. You will know exactly how to deal with
them without getting upset.
Look within. What motivates you and drives you
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to action? How is it that at times you are serene
and tranquil, at most times agitated and disturbed
and at still other times lazy and indolent? What
are your strengths and weaknesses? Are you
happy being the way you are or do you want to
become a better person?
Act on the sane counsel of the intellect and not on
the whims and fancies of the mind. Use your existing intellect. Strengthen it. Think, reflect,
question. The mind tricks you, distracts you and
eventually destroys you. It is the intellect that
keeps you on course.

Fix a goal beyond your limited, self-centred interests. Develop a larger world view. Rise above
myopic concerns. Shift from profiteering to offering your talent for benefit of others. Then prosperity will rain down on you. The way to gain is
to give. People who think of themselves and
make demands on others are miserable. The few
who think of others and serve them are happy.
When your thought shifts from ‘me’ to ‘you’ your
desires drop and you evolve spiritually.
Move from a strongly entrenched feeling of separateness to that of oneness.

The whole of humanity being one family. Today
you see enemies within the family! Partners are
viewed as opponents, benefactors as malefactors.
But the spirit of oneness can turn drudgery to revelry, mediocrity to excellence. Loving people are
happy. People with negative emotions feel isolated and despondent.
Oneness paves the way to Enlightenment.

Knowledge is defined as – reflection on the distinction between the permanent and impermanent.
Everything in the world is passing, ephemeral,
transient. The wise one does not invest in the
world.

He looks for the permanent in and through the
impermanent. And you connect with the permanent.
Live life wisely. Do not sell yourself short.
Go for infinite happiness – your birth right. The
world will be at your feet.

ϕΫϣ ϥϳέΗΩΑΎ̯ϑΎλϧ؟ϠλϳϓΎ̯ϡΎϋϝΗϗ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳
ΩϧϧΎϣ ̶̯ϝϭϬ̡̯فέϟϭ̳فϟ؏̯فϭϘΑρϩΩϧΎϣγ̡έϭ؏ϭϳγϭ ̵Ωˬ؏ϭϘΑρέϭίϣ̯ˬ؏ϭΗϟΩˬ؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣϑΎλϧϭϥϣ؏ϳϣϥΎΗγϭΩϧ٫
؏ϭϟϭفϧΎ̡ίγ ̶̯Εϭϣ؏ϳϣαΟ ̶ϬΗ ̶ϭ٫ϊΎηՊέϭ̡έ̮ϳ؏ϳϣέΎΑΧ ̵ίϳέ̴ϧ̮ϳϝΑϗϩΎϣΩϧ̩ لΎΗ؏ϳ٬ϧέυϧ ̶ϬΑ̯ϭΟف٫
̶٫έέ̯ϡΎϗ ̶ϬΑϝϭγΑέ̡ϝΩϋϡΎυϧ̯فϥΎΗγϭΩϧ٫̰؟ϠΑ ̶ϬΗϥ̯ϥέϳΣϑέλ؟ϧՊέϭ̡έϩϭ̶لϬΗ ̶̳ ̶̯ϥΎϳΑϝϳλϔΗ ̵έϭ̡ ̶̯
̵Ωˬέϭίϣ̯ˬΕϟΩˬϥΎϣϠγϣέΗηϳΑفγ؏ϳϣϥΎ̴ΗϓΎϳίγ ̶̯Εϭϣ̮ΗΏΩόΑ̵ ̯فΩί ̶̯̮Ϡϣ̯؟ΎϬΗΎϳ̳ΎϳΎΗΑ؟ϳՊέϭ̡έ̶لϬΗ
Ύ̯ϥ؏ϳϣ؏ϭϟϭفϧέ̯ϡέΟف̯؟٫ ̶Ηϭ٫ΕΑΎΛΕΎΑ؟ϳϭΗ؏ϳέ̯έϭϏέ̡ϭϠ٬̡̯فα ؏لϳ٫فγ؏ϳϣΕΎϘΑρϩΩϧΎϣγ̡έϭ ̶γϭ
̶γ̯ϩϭΎϳف٫ΎΗϭ٫فγϡέΟفՌϭϣفՌϭϬ̩ϖϠόΗΎ̯ϡέΟ̯فΕΎϘΑρϥف̯؟٫؟ϳΕϘϳϘΣ̯؟ΏΟ ؏لϳ٫ϝϣΎη̱ϭϟ̯فΕΎϘΑρ
ΏϠρϣΎ̯α ف٫ ̶ ̶ϣ̯؏ϳϣϑϼΗ ̶ϧΎΟ؏ϳϣΕΩΎγϓϑϼΧ؏̯فϭϧΎϣϠγϣ؏لϳ٫فΗέ̯ΏΎ̰ΗέΎ̯ϡέΟέ̯؏ϳϣـϭΎ̰٬ΑΎϳفϧ٬̯
ف٫έϝϣ؏ϳ٬ϧϝΗΎϗـ̯فΎϬΑϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟϥ̰؟ϠΑˬف٫ ̶̳ΕϳϧΎγϧ؏ϳϣϥΎϳف٫Ύϳ̳ϭ٫ϑϳέη؟ϘΑρ ̶ΗϳέΛ̯Ύ̯؏Ύ٬ϳف٫؏ϳ٬ϧ؟ϳ
؏ϳϣ؏ϭϧΩ؟ϳϟΎΣ ϥ̰ϳϟ لΎϬΗΎϳ̳Ύϳ̯ϝΎϣόΗγ؏ϳϣΕΩΎγϓϭ̯؏ϭϘΑρΕϟΩέ̡فϧΎϣϳ̡ـΑϥέϭΩ̯فϡΎϋϝΗϗέϭΕΩΎγϓΕέΟ̳ ؏لϳ٫
فϟ α؏ϳ٫̩̰فϬΟϣγϭ̯ϝΎ̩Ύϧ΅ΎϧϬ̳؏̯فϭ̳ϭϟϥϩϭلΎϳΩέ̯έΎ̰ϧϑΎλفγفϧϭ٫ϝΎϣόΗγ؏ϳϣΕΩΎγϓفϧ؏ϭϘΑρΕϟΩ
ف٫ΎΗϭ٫ΎϧΎ̩ϧ٬̡ϥΎλϘϧ ̶ηΎόϣϭ ̶ϟΎϣفΎΟΑ̯فϥΎλϘϧ ̶ϧΎΟΩλϘϣΎ̯ΕΩΎγϓΏ فل٫ ̶ ̶ϣ̯؏ϳϣϥΎλϘϧ ̶ϧΎΟ؏ϳϣΕΩΎγϓ
ϥέϭΩ̯فΕΩΎγϓέ̴ϳΩέϭ؏ϼ̯ ̶γϭ̯؏ϳϣ؏ϭγέΑ؟ϳϟΎΣ؟Ϙϳέρ ̶٬ϳ فلΎΟϭ٫ϡΗΧ؏ϳϣفϧϭ٫Ϭ̯ϭ̯ϥϳέΛΎΗϣ ̶̳Ωϧί ̵έϭ̡̯؟ΎΗ
̶٫έϭϬ̩؏ϳ٬ϧΎϬ̩ϳ̡Ύ̯α ̶ϣΎϧΩΑ؟ϳέϭ ̶ϬΗ ̶ϭ٫ ̶ϣΎϧΩΑ؏ϳϣΎϳϧΩ ̵έϭ̡ ̶̯ϥΎΗγϭΩϧ٫ΩόΑ̯فΕΩΎγϓ؏̯؟ϭϳ̯فل̳ف̯έΎϳΗΧ
ΏέϐϣفϠ٬̡فγفϧϧΑϡυϋέϳίϭ ؏لϳ٫فΗέ̯ΎϬ̩ϳ̴̡؟Οέ٫Ύ̯ϥΕΩΎγϓΕέΟ̳ΩϭΟϭΎΑف̯فϧϧΑϡυϋέϳίϭ̵ ̯فΩϭϣ فل٫
ϡυϋέϳίϭ̯فϥΎΗγϭΩϧ٫ϩϭ؏ϳ٫ف٫έΎΟ؏Ύ٬ΟΏ لΎϬΗΎ٫έϝϣ؏ϳ٬ϧίϳϭϭ̯ϥέϭ ̶ϬΗΩΎϋ ̵ΩϧΑΎ̡έ̡فϧΎΟ̮ϟΎϣϣ ̶̡ϭέϭϳέϭ
؏̯؟ϭϳ̯ϭ٫ϡΎϧΩΑ ̶ϬΑفϟα؏ϳϣΎϳϧΩ ̵έϭ̡ΕέΟ̳ ̶لϬΗفϠ٬̡ϭΟ ف٫ ̶٫ϭ ̶ϬΑΏΕϳΛϳΣ ̶̯ ̵Ωϭϣ ؏لϳ٫ف٫έΎΟفγΕϳΛϳΣ ̶̯
̮Ηϥέγϓέ̰ϳϟفγΕγΎϳγلΎ٫έ ̵έΎΟ̧ΎϧΎ̴ϧϧΎ̯ΕϳϧϭϳΣέϭΎ٫έΎΗϭ٫ϥϭΧΎ̯ΕϳϧΎγϧ؏Ύ٫ϭ ̶ϬΑΩόΑ̯فΕΩΎγϓΕέΟ̳
فγίΎΑίΎγ ̶̯Εϣϭ̰Σ ̵ί̯έϣέϭ ̶ΗγΎϳέϥ̰ϳϟ̡ΎϧΎΟ ̶ϬΑϝϳΟϭ̯Ϭ̩̯έ̡ΕϠΧΩϣ ̶̯Պέϭ̯ϡϳέ̡γˬفϧΑϝΗΎϗ̯فΕϳϧΎγϧ
ϬΗΎγ؏̯فϭϧΎϣϠγϣ؏̯؟ϭϳ̯ فل٫؏ϳ٬ϧΩϳόΑ ̶ϭ̯ϭΗ؏ϳΎΟϭ٫ ̵έΑ̱ϭϟΏγέϭ؏ϳ٫ف٫έϭ٫ ̵έΑـέ̴ϳΩΩόΑ̰فϳ̱ϭϟΏγ
ف̯؟٫ ̵ΩΎΗΑέ̡έϭροϭΕΎΑ؟ϳفϧϝΩϋϡΎυϧ ̶ϧΎΗγϭΩϧ٫ فل٫؏ϳ٬ϧϝϣΎη؏ϳϣΕέρϓ ̶̯Εϣϭ̰Σ ̶ϧΎΗγϭΩϧ٫Ύϧέ̯ϑΎλϧ
̨Αέϭ ̶̳ ̶̯ ̶έϳΫ̡ΡέραΟϭ̯؏ϭϳρΎΧ̯فέՌϧ΅Ύ̰ϧ؏Ύ٬ΟΕέηϋ فل٫؏ϳ٬ϧϥ̰ϣϣΎϧϬ̯έ؟ϳϭέ؟ϧΎϔλϧϣ ϬΗΎγ؏̯فϭϧΎϣϠγϣ
فϧέ̯ϝϣϋέ̡ΦϳέΎΗ ̶̯ ̶γϧΎϬ̡ فل٫ΎΗϬ̯έΕϳΛϳΣ ̶̯؟ΑϫΩϩΎϳγ̮ϳέ̡ϝΩϋϡΎυϧ ̶ϧΎΗγϭΩϧ٫ϩϭΎϳ̳Ύϳ̯ϡ٫έϓ؟ΗγέϥΎγΎ̯فϧϠ̰ϧ
̶̯؏Ύ٬ϳ ؏لϳ٫فΗ٫έέΎϳΗفϟϭϬ̯ϥ̰ϫվΎ̯ϡϠϗفϟف̯فϧέ̯ΩέΗγϣϭ̯ΕγϭΧέΩϡΣέ؟ϳέϭ٬ϣΟέΩλفϟ̯فϥΎϣϠγϣ̮ϳفϠϳ̯
̶ηϳΗϔΗ ̶ϬΑέΎΑ̮ϳΕϟΩϋ فل٫ ̶ΗΎΟ ̵ΩـΩϥϳϠ̯˱έϭϓفγϭΗف٫ΎΗϭ٫Ύ̯؟ϳ̳έ̡؟ϠϣΎόϣ ̶٬ϳϥ̰ϳϟف٫ ̶Η̳ΎΟέϬΑΕέΕϟΩϋ
ϡΎϫΩέη̯ˬΎϳվϧΎ̡ϥϳέ٫ فل٫ ̶٫έΎΟ ̵Ω؏ϭϳ̯Պ̩ϥϳϠ̯έϳϐΑف̯Ϭ̩̳Ϭ̩ϭ̡έϭف̯έΎΗϓέ̶̳ ̯؟Ηέ̯؏ϳ٬ϧϝϭγ؟ϳفγ؏ϭϳγϧΟϳ
ϥέγϓ ̶ηϳΗϔΗ فل٫ ̶ΗϳΩ؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϭϳ̯ΕϳΩ٫ ̶ϬΑ̯ ̶̯فϧϻ؏ϳϣـέՌ٬̯؏ϳϣΕϟΩϋϭ̯؏ϭέΎ̴٬ϧ̳ ̶ϠλΕϟΩϋ ̶̯؏Ύ٬ϳ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣ
؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣϩΎϧ̳ فΑ فϧϥέγϓαϳϟϭ̡ϥέ̡ـέΎη؏̯فϭ̳ϭϟϥ̯ˬΎϳ̳ΎϳΎγϧϬ̡؏ϭϳ̯؏ϭ٫Ύϧ̳فΑϥ ̶Ηέ̯؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϭϳ̯ϝϭγ؟ϳفγ
ف٫Ύϳ؟ϠλϳϓϭΟ ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣ̯فϡΎϋϝΗϗ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳لΎΗΎΟΎϳ̯؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϭϳ̯ϡΎΑίΕηρفγˬ̶ϬΗ ̶̩έείΎγ ̶̯فϧΎγϧϬ̡ϭ̯
̶̯ϝϳ̯ϭ ̶ϋΎϓΩ؏ϳΗΎΑϭΟ فل٫ϥέϳΣιΧηέ٫ϻϭفϧϬ̯έϥϳϘϳέ̡ϑΎλϧفγα؏ϳ٫ف̯ـέλΑΗϭΟفϧΏΣΎλΞΟϡέΗΣϣ
ϭ̯̩؟Α έϳ̩Պϳ̡ˬ̭ϭϠγ؟ϧΎϳηΣϭˬ̵ίϳϭέΑ ̶̯ϥϳΗϭΧ؏ϳϣΕέΟ̳έ̳ ؏لϳΗ̴ϟ؏ϳ٬ϧ ̶Ϭ̩فγ؟ϧϣ̯فΕϟΩϋϩϭ؏ϳ٫ ̶Ηϭ٫
έϬ̡ϭΗف٫؏ϳ٬ϧϡέΟ؟ϳέ̳ΎϧՌΎ̯Ύοϋ̮ϳ̮ϳفϠ٬̡فγفϧϼΟˬΎϧϼΟϩΩϧίˬΎϧՌΎ̯ ̶ΗΎϬ̩ ̶̯؏ϭΗέϭϋˬΎϧέ٬ϟέ̡̭ϭϧέϭϠΗ
فՌϧΎ̯؏ϳ٬ϧΕϧΩˬ̶ϬΗ ̶̯؏ϳ٬ϧΩ٬ΟϭΩΟفϧ؟ϳϬΑέϧ Ύϳ̯ˮف٫ϳΣλΎϳ̯ίγ ̶γϧΎϬ̡ϭ̯؏ϭϣέΟϣ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣ̯فΎϳϬΑέϧ
؏ϳϣـέϣί̯فέΩΎϧϭΫΎηϡέΟίϭγΕϳϧΎγϧέϭ̮ϧΎϳϬΑϬΗΎγ؏̯فϭϧΎϣϠγϣΎϳ̯ فل٫ΎΗϭ٫ΏϠρϣΎϳ̯Ύ̯έΩΎϧϭΫΎη ̵έΧˮفϬΗ
̯فέΩΎϧϭ ΫΎη ̶ϬΑϡέΟ ̶ϭ̯؏ϳϣϥΎΗγϭΩϧ٫ϭΗفΗ؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϳϣـέϣί̯فέΩΎϧϭΫΎηΕΎΣϧΎγ̯فϡΎϋϝΗϗΕέΟ̳έ̳ فلΗ؏ϳ٬ϧ
فل٫Ύ̩Ύϧ؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϳϣـέϣί
؏ϳϣΩΎγϓ ̶ϬΑ ̶γ̯ ؏لϳ٬ϧ ̶ϬΑف٫Ύγϳ؏̯؟ϭϳ̯ لΎ̴ϟ؏ϳ٬ϧՊγέϳέϑέـέϭ̯ΕϟΩϋ ̶λϭλΧϡΎϋϝΗϗ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳
؏ϭ̰ϳγϭ̯ΕϟΩϋ؟ϧέϭ فل٫Ύϳϟέ̯ϡϳϠγΗفγفϧΕϟΩϋέϭف٫ΕΎΑϡΎϋ̮ϳ؏ϳϣϥΎΗγϭΩϧ٫ϡΎϋϝΗϗΩϧΑ؟ΑϭλϧϣΎ̯؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣ
ϝΗϗϻϭفϧέ̯έΎγϣέηϭ̯ΕϳϧΎγϧέϭϥ̡ ̶̳ΩϧέΩˬ؟ϧΎϳηΣϭˬ؟ϧΎϣΣέفΑΎ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ69 ̶ ̡ـ̶̳لϧϳΩΕϭϣفίγϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ
ϝΩΥέϓ ؏ϭϳ̯؟ϳϟΩϋ؏ϳϣفϧϻΩίγϭ̯؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣلΎϳ؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϳϣـέϣί̯فՊγέϳέ ̵ΩϑέϳέفϧϣΎγ̯فΕϟΩϋ ̶ϬΑفγ؏ϳ٬̯
̮ΗΝفل٫Ύ̩؏ϳ٬ϧΎϧՌϭϬ̩έϭέϭλϗ ̶ϬΑ̮ϳϥ̰ϳϟفΎΟϭ٫ίγϭ̯έϭλϗفΑ ̂̂ف̯؟٫ ̶Ηϭ٫εηϭ̯ ̶̯αέϭف٫ ̶ΗΎΟϥΑ
έϭف٫ ̶Ηϭ٫ ϭέΧέγΕϟΩϋ̯فέ̯ ̵έΑΩόΑف̯فϧγ؏ϳϣϝϳΟϝΎγαϳΑϩέΩϧ̡ϭ̯؏ϭϧϭΟϭϧϡϠγϣˬ؏ϳ٫ف٫έϬ̰ϳΩϩέΎυϧ ̶٬ϳϡ٫
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ΏΟϥ̰ϳϟ ̶لϟՊΎ̯ϩΩΎϳί ̶ϬΑفγΩϳϗέϣϋϭΗίγϥ̰ϳϟΎՌϣύΩΎ̯ϡέΟϥ̰ϳϟف٫ ̶Ηέ̯εηϭ̯ ̶̯فϧέ̯ΩϧϠΑΎ̯ϡ̩έ̡Ύ̯ϑΎλϧ
؏ϳϣفϧϳΩίγϭ̯؏ϭϣέΟϣ؏̯فϭϧΎϣϠγϣ؏ϭϳ̯؏ϳ٬ϧ؟Η̡ فل٫ ̶ΗϬՌ̱ΎΟΕϳγΣ ̶ΗϟΩϋϡΎϣΗف٫ΎΗϭ٫α̰ϋέΑ̯فα؟ϠϣΎόϣ
ϥ̰ϣϣΎϳ̯έϳϐΑ؟̯فΑϭλϧϣέϭείΎγϝΗϗ ̶ϋΎϣΗΟΎ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ69̶لΗ؏ϳ٬ϧέυϧείΎγ ̶ϭ̯فγ فل٫ΎΗΎΟ̟ϧΎ̯ϬΗΎ٫Ύ̯ΕϟΩϋ
̯؟ΎγϳΟ فل٫ ̶ΗΎϧγΕϭϣفίγέ̯ΎϧΑΕΎΑΫΟ ̶ϣϭϋ؏ϳϣϥΩϘϓ̯فΕϭΑΛ؟ϳϟΩϋ ̶̯؏Ύ٬ϳϭΗف٫ΎΗ؟ϠϣΎόϣΎ̯؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣΏΟˮف٫
̯فα لΎΗ̰γΎΟΎϳ̯ ؏ϳ٬ϧέϭλΗ؏ϳϣέϭΩΩϳΩΟΎ̯αΟϝΗϗ؟ϧΎϳηΣϭΎγϳˬϝΗϗ̮ϧΎϳϬΑˬΩΎγϓϥϳέΗΩΑΎϧΗ فل٫ϭ٫؏ϳϣαϳ̯ϭέ̳ϝοϓ
ف٫Ύϳ̳ϭ٫ΕΑΎΛ ̶ϬΑ؟ϳفγα فل٫ΎΗ̰γΎΟΎ٬̯Ύϳ̯έϭϩϭϼϋ̯فέΎϳόϣέ٫ϭΩفγ لΎϳ؏ϳ٬ϧ؏ϳϣ؟όϗϭέΩΎϧ؟ϠϣΎόϣ؟ϳ ̶ϬΑΩϭΟϭΎΑ
؟ϳΎϳ̯ لϝΎγΕΎγϑέλίγέϭف٫ΎΗέ̯ ̵ίϳέϭέΑˬف٫ΎΗέ̯ϝΗϗˬف٫ΎΗϼΟέϬ̳ فل٫فϟ؏̯فϭϧΎϣϠγϣϑέλΕϭϣفίγ̯؟
̵έϭέϓ 27؏ϳϣέϫΩϭ̳̯فΕέΟ̳لϭ٫ΎϳΩέ̯ϡΎϋϝΗϗفγ ̵ΩέΩفΑΎ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ 69فϧϳϬΑ ̶̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟϩέΎϳ̳ϑέλف̯؟٫ϥ̰ϣϣ
̶ ̯فՌϧϭϳϣ̯ ̶ΗϳϠϗ؏ϳϣفϗϼϋέ̴ϧ ̶ϧΎϬ̴ϳϣ؏Ύ٬ϳΩόΑϥΩ̮ϳف̯فϧΎΟفϼΟϭ̯فΑվ̮ϳ̯فαϳέ̡γ̰ϳ ̶ΗϣέΑΎγϭ̯ 2002
αϳέ̴ϧΎ̯؏ϳϣϥΟˬ؏ϭ̳ϭϟ 69ف̳فϳΩέΎϣέ̯ϼΟϩΩϧίفγϑέρ ̶̯ϳϬΑ؏ϳϣ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳فϟϭϩΎ̳εΎ٫έ ̶̯؏ϭϧΩϧΎΧ
24ف̳فέ٬ϬՌϡέΟϣ؏ϳϣαϳ̯ϡΎϋϝΗϗ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳ـΟفγˬفϬΗϝϣΎη ̶ϬΑ ̵έϔόΟϥΎγΣՊϧϣϳϟέΎ̡έΑϣϣϖΑΎγ̯ف
̱έΑϠ̳ فل٫ ̶Ύϧγίγ ̶̯ϝΎγΕΎγϭ̯12έϭϝΎγαΩϭ̯̮ϳˬΩϳϗέϣϋϭ̯11فϧΕϟΩϋ ̶λϭλΧ̮ϳ؏Ύ٬ϳϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ
̵έΩΕϣλϋ؏ϳϣΕέϭλ ̶̯ΩΎγϓف̯؟٫ϝΎϳΧΎ̯Պέϭ̯ ̶Ռ ̶αϳ ̶λϭλΧϡΎϗفϟ ̯فΕϋΎϣγ ̶̯αϳ̯ϡΎϋϝΗϗ ̶ՌΎγϭγ
έ̯؟٬̯ ̶٬ϳϭ̯ϡίϟ̵ ̯فέΩΕϣλϋ ̶ϋΎϣΗΟفϭ٫Εϗϭ̯فΕΩέϭ ̶ϭ٫؏ϳϣ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳فϧΕϟΩϋ ̶لΗ̰γΎΟ ̶̯؏ϳ٬ϧ
έ̯εηϭ̯ ̶̯ فϧϼΟέϬ̳έϭϭ٫ ̶٫έ̮ϧϳϬ̡ف̡̯ـϭ٫فΗϠΟˬέϬΗ̡ϳϬΑ ̵Α̮ϳέ̴̡؟ΟαΟ̯؟Ύ٬̯فϧΕϟΩϋ لΎϳ̯ΩέΗγϣ
ϥϳΗϭΧ 2Εϗϭ̯فϡΎϋϝΗϗαفϧ ̶ΎγϳΩ ̶Α ̶̡ΞΟفل٫ϝ̰ηϣΎϧ̩ϭγ؏ϳϣـέΎΑف̯فϧέ̯ ̵έΩΕϣλϋέ̴̡؟Οαˬϭ٫ ̶٫έ
έ̡ΩΎϳϧΑ ̶γϭ̯ΎϣέηεϳϧΩέϭΎϣγվϭ̩Ϭ̴ϧγϥϬ̰ϟˬΕϭΎΧϳηέΩϧϳ̳ϭϳέϭέϭλϗ 3؏ϳϣϡίϟف̯فϧέ̯ ̵έΩΕϣλϋϬΗΎγ̯ف
؟ϧΩόΑفλέϋفϧΗ لΎϳ̳Ύϳ̯έΎΗϓέ̳ΩόΑϝΎγ 7؟̯فόϗϭϭ̯ΎϣέηέϭΎϣγվϭ̩ˬϡίϠϣ 2فγ؏ϳϣ 3̯؟Ύ٬̯فϧΕϟΩϋلΎϳΩέ̯ ̵έΑ
فϧՊέϭ̯̰فلγέ̯ϖϳΩλΗ ̶̯فϧΎΟف̯ ̵έΩΕϣλϋ̯؟ϭΟΎϬΗΎ̩Α ̶٫ΕϭΑΛϝ̰ϳվϳϣ ̶ϭ̯ ̶٫؟ϧέϭΩ٫ϭη̭ίϧϳέϭϓ ̶ϭ̯ϭΗ
ΎϬ̡̯ف̡̯ـαفϟف̯فϧέ̯ϡΗγϭϡϠυΎ̯αέϭفϧέ̯ϡΗΧϭ̯ϡέΗΣ̯فΕέϭϋف̯؟٫؏ϳ٬ϧ̮η ̶ϭ̯؏ϳϣα ˬΎ٬̯
έ̡فϧΎϣϳ̡ـΑ έ̡ίγαفل̳فΎ̴ϟΩόΑ̯فέ̰ϓϭ̧ϭγ؏ϳϣΩόΑϡίϟ̵ ̯فέΩΕϣλϋف̯؟٫ΎΗ̴ϟΎγϳϥ̰ϳϟˬ؏ϭ٫ف̳فϳΩ
ϥΎϣίϠϣϡΎϣΗفϭ٫فΗέ̯έΎ̰ϧفγفϧϧΎϣείΎγΩϧΑ؟Αϭλϧϣ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣα̰؟ϧϻΎΣفϧΕϟΩϋفل٫Ύϳ̳Ύϳ̯έΎ٬υΎ̯ϥΎϧϳϣρϡΩϋ
ϑϼΧ̯فΩϳϭϝΗέվϳϟ ̶̡̨ϳ ̵ϭف̳فϳΩέέϗϡέΟϣ لΎϳϟΎՌ٫ϭ̯ ̶Α 120؟όϓΩ ̶̯Ωϧ٫ΕέϳίόΗ؟ϘϠόΗϣ ̶̳ ̶Ύ̴ϟϑϼΧ̯ف
؏ϳ٬ϧ فل٫Ύϳ̳Ύϳ̯ΝέΩ؟ϠϣΎόϣΕΣΗ ̯ف436ˬ435ˬ427ˬ188ˬ186ˬ153ˬ149ˬ148ˬ147ˬ143؟όϓΩ ̶̯Ωϧ٫ΕέϳίόΗ
فل٫Ύϳ̳ΎϳΎϧΑ؏ϳ٬ϧϡίϠϣΎ̯ϡέΟϥϳ̴ϧγέ̴ϳΩΎϳϝΗϗ
̶̳ ̵Ωϝϳ̰ηΗέ̡ΕϳΩ٫ ̶̯Պέϭ̯ϡϳέ̡γ̨ϧΎΟ ̶̯αΟف٫ϝϣΎη؏ϳϣΕϼϣΎόϣϭϧϥـΟفγΕΩΎγϓΕέΟ̳؟ϠϣΎόϣ؟ϳ
̵ΩϭϣέΩϧϳέϧ ̶̯Εϗϭα ̶̯ΕέΟ̳؏ϳϣ 2008̧έΎϣفϧՊέϭ̯ϡϳέ̡γ ̶لϬΗ ̶̯فϧ ̶Ռ ̶αϳ ̶ϧόϳϡϳՌ ̶ηϳΗϔΗ ̶λϭλΧ
ΎϳΩϡ̰ΣΎ̯فϧέ̯ϝϳ̰ηΗϡϳՌ ̶ηϳΗϔΗ ̶λϭλΧ̮ϳ؏ϳϣ ̶٫έΑέγ ̶̯ϥϭϬ̳έ̯فέέՌ̰ϳέվϖΑΎγ̶ ̯ف ̶Α ̶γϭ̯Εϣϭ̰Σ
̶ϬΑέ̡έΩέ̵̯ ̯فΩϭϣέՌγϣ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣα ̶لϬΗ ̶̯ωϭέηΕΎϘϳϘΣΗ ̶̯فϠϣΎόϣαفγ 2009 ̵έϭέϓفϧ ̶Ռ ̶αϳ لΎϬΗ
ΕϋΎϣγ؟ϧίϭέ ̶̯فϠϣΎόϣαفϧՊέϭ̯ϡϳέ̡γ ̶لϬΗ ̵ΩـΩՊ̩ϥϳϠ̯؏ϳ٬ϧفϧ ̶Ռ ̶αϳ؏ϳϣΩόΑفϬΗف̳فΎϬՌϝϭγ
̶ϟΎՌ٫̭ϭέέ̡ فϧΎϧγ؟ϠλϳϓفϧΕϟΩϋ؏ϳϣϩΎϣ ̵έϭέϓ؟ΗηΫ̳ فلϬΗفϳΩΕΎϣΎ̰Σف̯فϧΎ̴ϟ̭ϭέέ̡فϧΎϧγ؟Ϡλϳϓ؏ϳϣΩόΑέϭ
ف٫Ύϳ̳Ύϳέ٬ϬՌϡέΟϣΎ̯ϝΗϗ ؏ϳ٬ϧΟ؏ϭϣέΟϣ 11فγ؏ϳϣ 24فγΕϟΩϋفϧέ̯վϭ̯έՌγϣϥέϭΩ̯فΕϋΎϣγف̯؟٫έοϭ̶لϬΗ
ϝΗϗΎϳ̳Ύϳ̯فγ վϳվϠΑվϟϭ̯ فΟϳϠ̯ـվϧϬՌϭ̯؟όϗϭαفϧ؏ϭ٬ϧ فل٫Ύϳ̯؟ΑϟΎρϣΎ̯فϧϳΩίγ ̶̯Ωϳϗέϣϋϡ̯ίϡ̯Ύϳ ̶γϧΎϬ̡ϭ̯
ϡϳέ̡γفϧ˯ϼ̯ϭ̯فϥΎ٬ϳϠϋΎϋΩϣلΎϬΗΎϳΩέέϗ έϳέϑՊγϳέϳέ ؟όϗϭϻϭفϧϭ٫ ̶٫έΎϬΑ̯ ̶ϬΑ̯ ̶ϬΑفγ؏ϳϣΕΎόϗϭέΩΎϧέϭ
فϧέϫΩγ؏ϳ٬ϧέϭف٫Ύ̩ ̶ϧΎΟ ̵Ω؏ϳ٬ϧίγ ̶̯ ̶γϧΎϬ̡ϭ̯؏ϭέϭέϭλϗ̯؟ΎϬΗΎ٬̯فϭ٫فΗϳΩ؟ϟϭΣΎ̯فϠλϳϓ̮ϳ̯فՊέϭ̯
̶ϧΎΧϳϬ̩فγΕϭΑΛ ̶ϬΑ̯ ̶ϬΑϥέϭΩ̯فΕΩϣ ̶̯ΕϧΎϣοفϧ؏ϭ٬ϧέϭف٫؏ϳ٬ϧϡέΟϣ؟ϧέϭ؟ηϳ̡ϩϭ فل٫Ύ̩ΎϧΎΟΎϳΩϊϗϭϣΎ̯
فέ٬ϬՌϡέΟϣف̯؟٫Ύ٬̯فϭ٫فΗέ̯̲ϧΎϣ ̶̯فϧΎϬ̯ΩΥέΎ̯ ̶ϣέϧفγΕϟΩϋفϧ˯ϼ̯ϭ̯فϥΎ٬ϳϠϋΎϋΩϣ ؏̶̯لϳ٬ϧεηϭ̯ ̶̯
؏لϳ٫؏ϳ٬ϧϡέΟϣέϭ؟ηϳ̡̱ϭϟف̳
̱έΑϠ̳فل٫ ؏ϳ٬ϧϑΎλϧ؟ϳ̯؟Ύ٬̯فϭ٫فΗέ̯έΎ٬υΎ̯ϥΎϧϳϣρϡΩϋέ̡ίγαفϧ ̵έϔόΟ؟ϳ̯ΫϩϭϳΑ ̶̯ ̵έϔόΟϥΎγΣϝϭΗϘϣ
̵ϭϳΑ ̶̯ ̵έϔόΟϥΎγΣՊϧϣϳϟέΎ̡έΑϣϣϖΑΎγΩόΑف̯فϧϧγέΑΧ ̶̯فϧΎΟفΎϧγίγفγ ΏϧΎΟ ̶̯ΕϟΩϋ؏ϳϣαϳ̯ ̶ՌΎγϭγ
ΕΎΑفγαϳέ̡γ̰ϳϥϳվϧ ̵Ωفϧ؟ϳ̯Ϋفϭ٫فΗέ̯؟ΑϟΎρϣΎ̯فϧϳΩΩϳϗέϣϋϭ̯ϥΎϣίϠϣ ؏لϳΎ̡̭ϭέ؏ϳ٬ϧϭγϧفϧ̡ ̵έϔόΟ؟ϳ̯Ϋ
؏ϳϣ ؏لϳ٬ϧ Պέϭ̯ˬ̶ϬΗ؏ϳ٫ϭ؏ϳϣˬ̶ϬΗ ̶٫έΎΟ ̶̯ ϝΗϗفγفϘϳέρ؟ϧΎϣϟΎυέϭ ̶ϋΎϣΗΟ؏ϳϣ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳ΏΟˬˬΎ٬̯؏ϳϣΕϳ̩
فϧ؏ϳϣ؏ϳ٬ϧفϧՊέϭ̯ˬ؏ϳ٫ ̶ϧγΦϳ̩ ̶̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟفϧ؏ϳϣفϬΗف٫έϼ̩فϟ̯فΩΩϣ؏ϳϣϭΟف٫ΎϬ̰ϳΩΩέΩΎ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟفϧ
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فՌϭϬ̩ˬϥϳΗϭΧ؟ϠϣΎΣϥΟέΎϣϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟϡϭλόϣفγ ̵ΩέΩفΑفϧ؏ϭ٬ϧ فلϬΗفϬ̯έفϟέΎϳϬΗ٫έΩέΎϫΩفϧ؏ϭ٬ϧ̯؟ΎϬ̰ϳΩ
̵έΎΟϭ̯̲ϧΟϝϳϭρα̮ΗαϧΎγ ̵έΧ ̶ϧ̡ϡ٫ ؏لϳ٫؏ϳ٬ϧϥϣρϣفγϡ̰Σ̯فՊέϭ̯ϡ٫فلϬΗϝϣΎη ̶ϬΑ̱έίΑέϭ̩فΑ
ف؏ϳ٬ϧفϟ ف̯فϧϧΑ ̶ΎηΎϣΗεϭϣΎΧΎϳفϧΎ̩Α؏ϳϣ٫ í ˬΎ٬̯فϧ؟ϳ̯Ϋέ̡فϧΎΟف̯Ύ٫έϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟϬ̩̯؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣ لí ؏̳فϳϬ̯έ
ˬ̶̳فϠϣΩϳϗέϣϋϭ̯ϥΎϣίϠϣϡΎϣΗ̶ ̯؟ϬΗΩϳϣ؏ϳϣ٫ˬΩόΑف̯فϧϟ̮ΗϝΎγ 14αϳ̯؟ϳ فلϬΗϝϣΎη؏ϳϣϡέΟα ̶ϬΑϩϭ فلϬΗ
لë ؏̳فϳϬ̯έ ̵έΎΟ̲ϧΟ ̶ϧ̡ΩόΑف̯فϧϳϟفέ ̶ϧϭϧΎϗϡ٫ف٫ϑϠΗΧϣϝ̰ϟΎΑ؟ϠλϳϓΎ̯Νϥ̰ϳϟ
ف̳ف̯εϳ̡؏ϳϣΕΎϣΩϘϣϥف̯؟٫ ̵έϭέοΏ ؏̳فلϳ̡έ̡؏ϭϣΩϘϣέ̴ϳΩ̯فΕΩΎγϓΕέΟ̳έΛΎ̯ϡΎϋϝΗϗ ̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳
έϭ؟ϧΎϣϳ̡έ٫ϭΩΎ̯ϑΎλϧ ̰فلγϭ٫ϝλΎΣ ̶٫Ύ̳فγΕϳϠλϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ̯؟ΎΗفΎΟΎϳ̯εϳ̡فϧϣΎγ̯فΎϳϧΩϭ̯ϥϳ٫έΑϭϝϻΩ
Ύϳ̯έϭΎϬΗف٫Ύ̩ΎϧΎϳ̯؟ϠλϳϓΎϳ̯έϭΎϬΗϡΩΎϧΗ̯؏ϳϣ؟ϣΩϘϣ̰فγϭ٫ϡϭϠόϣϭ̯ΎϳϧΩ فل٫ ̵έϭέοΙΣΑέ̯ϝϬ̯έ̡έΎϳόϣέ٫ϭΩ
̭ϼ٫̱ϭϟ 49؏ϳϣαΟ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣ ̶̳ΩίεΗϥϳέՌέϫΩϭ̳فϧΕϟΩϋ ̶̯ΕέΟ̳ف̯؟٫̭Ύϧγϭγϓ ̶ϬΑفϟα؟Ϡλϳϓ؟ϳلΎϳ
̶ՌΎγϭγ̱έΑϠ̳̯؟ΏΟΏ ̶ϬΗ ̶Ύϧγίγ ̶̯Ωϳϗέϣϋϭ̯20έϭίγ ̶̯ ̶γϧΎϬ̡ϭ̯ϥΎϣϠγϣ 11؏ϳϣفϣΩϘϣαˬفϬΗفϭ٫
̶ϗΎΑ لίγ ̶̯Ωϳϗέϣϋϭ̯ϩέΎϳ̳ϑέλέϭف٫ ̶̳ ̶Ύϧγ؏ϳ٬ϧίγ ̶̯ ̶γϧΎϬ̡ ̶ϬΑϭ̯̮ϳ؏ϳϣϝΗϗ؟ϧΎϳηΣϭ؏̯فϭ̳ϭϟ 69؏ϳϣ
Ωέϓ258؏ϳϣαΟ؏ϳϣαϳ̯̯؟̯فΎϣϫΩϡΑ ̶ΑϣΑ فل٫ϡ̯فγίγ ̶̯̲ϧϠ̴ϣγ؏̯فϭέϭϧΎΟίγ؟ϳ لίγ ̶̯ϝΎγΕΎγϭ̯
ΩίفγϥΟέΩ̮ϳ؏ϳϣ ϥ؏ϳϬΗ ̶̳ ̵Ω؏ϳίγϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟ117؏ϳϣαΎϬΗϭ٫ϥΎλϘϧΎ̡̯فϭέϭέ̯250έϭفϬΗفϭ٫̭ϼ٫
ϝΗϗΎ̯؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣέί٫ϥϳΗ˱ΎΑϳέϘΗϥέϭΩ̯فΕΩΎγϓ ̶ΑϣΑ̯؟ΏΟ ̶ϬΗ ̶Ύϧγίγ ̶̯Ωϳϗέϣϋϭ̯έΗηϳΑˬ̶ϬΗίγ ̶̯Εϭϣفίγ
ίγ ̶̯Ωϳϗέϣϋف٫ΕΎΑ ̶̯έϭΩίγ ̶̯Εϭϣϭ̯ ̶γ̯̮ΗΝفγ؏ϳϣϥϥ̰ϳϟϭ٫ϥΎλϘϧΎ̡̯فϭέϭέ̯έί٫ϥϳΗέϭϭ٫ϡΎϋ
؏ϳίγ؏ϳϣΕΩΎγϓέ̴ϳΩϩϭϼϋ̯فίγ ̶̯Ωϳϗέϣϋϭ̯؏ϭ̳ϭϟΩϧ̩؏ϳϣϡΎϋϝΗϗέϭ̡Ϡ̳ΎϬΑ؏ϳϣفϠϣΎόϣ̯فΕΩΎγϓ ̶لϭ٫؏ϳ٬ϧ̮Η
ف٫έϡϭϬ̳ ϡΎϋفϠϬ̯ ̶ϬΑΝϡίϠϣ̯فΕΩΎγϓέ̴ϳΩέϭέϭ̡ΩϳηϣΟˬ̶Ϡϳϧˬ̵վϧϭϳϬΑˬΩΎΑΩέϣˬ؟ϧΎϳϠϣϬՌέϳϣˬ؏ϳ٫ ̶Ϡϣ؏ϳ٬ϧ ̶ϬΑ
؟Ϡλϳϓα لϭ٫Ύϳέ٬ϬՌίΎΟϭ̯ϝόϓ̯فαˬϭ٫ ̶̯ ̵έΩϓέρ ̶̯ϥϳϣέΟϣفϧΕϟΩϋ ̶γ̯ف̯؟٫ϭ٫έΎΑ ̶Ϡ٬̡ΩΎη؏ϳϣΦϳέΎΗ؏لϳ٫
فγ ؏ϳ٫ϭف٫ΎΗϭ٫ΩϧΑϩίϭέΩΎ̯ϑΎλϧ؏Ύ٬Οفϟαف٫Εέϭέο ̶̯فϧϭ٫αϭϳΎϣϥ̰ϳϟف٫ΕΎΑ ̵έρϓΎϧϭ٫ϑϳϠ̰Ηفγ
؏Ύ٬ΟΕϼϣΎόϣفϧ̡ϭ̯؏ϭϧΎϣϠγϣ فل٫Εέϭέο ̶̯فϧέ̯εϼΗϭ̯ـίϭέΩα؏ϳϣ٫αΑف٫ΎΗϠϬ̯ ̶ϬΑίϭέΩέγϭΩϑΎλϧ
ϡΎϣΗ ̶̯ΕϟΩϋفل٫Ύ̩ΎϧΎϧ̡ϭ̯فϘϳέρϡΎϣΗفγέΎΑΗϋ ̵ϭΎϳϧΩ؏ϳ٫ϭف٫Ύ̩ ̶ϧέ̯εηϭ̯فϧέ̯ϝΣέ̯ϡΎϬΗϡΩΎ̯Εϧγϭϥέϗ
فل٫Ύ̩Ύϧέ̯ϝΎϣόΗγ؏ϳϣϝΎΣέ٫؏ϳϣ٫ϭ̯ϖΣαέϭف٫ϖΣ ̵έϭ٬ϣΟέΎϣ٫Ύϧέ̯έ̳ΎΟϭ̯؏ϭϳϣΎΧέϭ؏ϭϳΑϭΧ
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